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Education is undergoing great change in our nation, our state, and here in Fairfield. Many would say
that this change is so great, it could actually be called a “transformation.” At this point, every district
in the state is teaching Ohio’s Learning Standards in language arts, mathematics, science, and social
studies at every grade level. These new learning standards are designed to help all of Ohio’s students
be ready for whatever path they choose after high school – college or career.
The Ohio Learning Standards for language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies are
developed at the state level and reflect a high level of expectations for teaching and learning. The
standards provide a consistent, clear understanding of what students are expected to know and be able
to do. In addition to the core areas, Ohio has also created standards for art, music, physical
education, world language, business, special education, and career areas. The standards are designed
to be robust and relevant to the real world, reflecting the knowledge and skills our young people need
for success in college and career.
The language arts, mathematics, science and social studies standards will be assessed using Ohio’s
State Tests, an online system, and our district’s local report card will reflect our students’
performance on these assessments. Our students are being asked to perform at higher levels than they
have ever had to do before, and our teachers and administrators are working to ensure all of our
students have the skills and knowledge necessary to be prepared for these assessments.
Teaching in this new era looks different. You will see more technology being used in Fairfield
classrooms, you will notice more teachers utilizing cooperative engagement strategies, and you will
see students being asked to process and analyze information rather than simply memorize it. The end
goal is to make sure your child has the knowledge and skills necessary to succeed at whatever he/she
wants to do after high school. We want every child to be successful.
As parents in the Fairfield City School District, it is imperative that you take an active role to help
your child reach this new level of expectation. This active role can take a variety of forms such as
encouraging homework completion, participating in school events such as PTC meetings and parent
conferences, or making sure your child comes to school prepared to learn each and every day. We
appreciate your dedication to your child’s success.
If you have any questions about Ohio’s Learning Standards, Ohio’s State Tests, or any part of our
instructional program, please feel free to contact either of us. We look forward to partnering with you
to ensure your child’s success in the Fairfield City School District

Katie Pospisil

Lani Wildow

Katie Pospisil
Coordinator of Secondary Curriculum and Instruction
pospisil_k@fairfieldcityschools.com
513.858.7123

Lani Wildow
Director of Curriculum and Instruction
wildow_l@fairfieldcityschools.com
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LETTER

FROM
PRINCIPALS/ACADEMY DIRECTOR

Dear Students:
Welcome to Fairfield Freshman School, Fairfield Senior High School, and Fairfield Academy. We
are very excited to have you embark on the next phase of your educational journey as you progress
into your high school years. Our teachers, counselors, staff members, and administrators are here to
help guide and support you throughout the process to ensure your success.
The Program of Studies will provide information regarding Ohio’s Learning Standards, graduation
requirements, advanced placement courses, credit flexibility, our grading scale, course descriptions,
and a greater understanding of the course offerings within Fairfield Freshman School, Fairfield
Senior High School, and Fairfield Academy.
It is of the utmost importance that you take time to examine and review the information presented
within the Program of Studies. The courses you choose will not only help determine the rest of your
high school career, but will help guide your college and job choices after graduation. The students
of Fairfield are fortunate to have the ability to choose from a wide variety of classes to enhance
their depth of knowledge and interests. We encourage you to take advantage of the many course
offerings to find your passion.
Please pay close attention to special program requirements in regard to College Credit Plus options,
graduating with an honors diploma, and athletic eligibility to ensure you choose the necessary
courses to fulfill the needed requirements.
Fairfield Freshman School, Fairfield Senior High School, and Fairfield Academy are dedicated to
helping you make appropriate educational plans. If you have any questions or concerns, please
make an appointment with your counselor. Thank you for the opportunity to partner with you and
your parents as you prepare for your high school years and beyond.
Sincerely,

William Rice
William Rice
Principal
Fairfield Senior High School

Michael Berkemeier

Kyle Jamison

Michael Berkemeier
Principal
Fairfield Freshman School

Kyle Jamison
Director
Fairfield Academy
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MISSION STATEMENTS
Excellence, Preparation for Life, Opportunities for All
Fairfield Freshman School
The mission of Fairfield Freshman School is to create an atmosphere that embraces individuality and
a sense of community. By encompassing all styles of learners, our teaching focuses on the academic
and the social progression of each child. In our unique environment, we empower our students to
transition successfully into the high school and beyond.

Fairfield High School
The mission of Fairfield High School, working in collaboration with the home and community, is to
instill in all students the desire and skills for academic, character, and social development.
This is provided in a safe and nurturing environment that is respectful of each student’s learning style,
potential, and cultural diversity in order to cultivate responsible and productive citizens for the future.

Fairfield Academy
The mission of the Fairfield Academy is to provide students an innovative, individualized, and
student-centered learning environment by addressing the unique academic, social, and behavioral
needs of each student to engage them in their education and prepare them for a successful future.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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FOUR YEAR PLANNER
Date
Name

Class of
Use this chart to help plan your classes:

Subject Area

20.5
Credits
Required

English Language Arts

4 Credits
Required

Mathematics

4 Credits
Required

Science
1 Life Science
1 Physical Science
1 Advanced Study

3 Credits
Required

Social Studies
American History
World History
U.S. Government

3 Credits
Required

Health

1/2
Credits
Required

Physical Education
(.25 each class)

1/2
Credits
Required

Pathways
Career & College
Readiness

1/2
Credits
Required

Electives
2 Semesters of Fine Arts

5 Credits
Required

World Language
Not required for
graduation, but most
universities require 2-3
years of the same
language for admission.

0 Credits
Required

9
Sem 1

10
Sem 2

Sem 1

11
Sem 2

Sem 1

12
Sem 2

English 9

English 10

English 11

American
History

World History

United States
Government

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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USING THE PROGRAM OF STUDIES
The Program of Studies will help students and parents plan high school courses. This is not a process
that should be taken lightly or done in a rushed fashion. The courses you take in high school will provide
you with the skills and understandings necessary to become a well-educated person, and they will
provide the foundation for life beyond high school. In addition to planning a schedule for next year, you
should draft a plan for all four years of high school. This draft will help you to see how the courses you
take each year will prepare you to graduate from high school, college and career ready.
At both Fairfield Freshman School and Fairfield High School, the academic day is divided into seven
class periods. Each period is approximately 45 minutes in length. Most courses are 36 weeks in length
(two semesters) and are worth one credit. Some courses, such as health and a few electives, are 18 weeks
long and are worth one-half credit. Physical Education is an 18-week course, but by Ohio law it is only
worth one-fourth credit.
A study period (study hall) can be scheduled in place of a class if parents agree that this is in the
student’s best interest or if schedule conflicts make it impossible for a student to take a needed course.
The school tries hard to avoid schedule conflicts, but they do occur. Planning ahead can help to
minimize the chance of schedule conflicts.
The Academy has an AM and PM session which are each approximately 3 hours in length. Students are
assigned to a session and are required to attend on time, daily. Their day begins with an advisory period
followed by a rotation schedule into each of the 4 core subject area classrooms. Due to the shortened
day, students are expected to work outside of their session time in order to keep pace in core subjects and
complete required elective courses so they graduate on time.

Guidance Counselors
Developing an appropriate schedule is the shared responsibility of the home and the school. Students and
parents can seek guidance and assistance from teachers and counselors. Guidance counselors are helpful
in advising families on topics such as preparation for college, identifying and preparing for other posthigh school options, meeting NCAA course requirements for playing college sports, meeting the
requirements for a high school vocational program, and selecting an appropriate list of courses for
desired careers. No question is too simple. All questions can be directed to counselors, who welcome the
opportunity to share information with students and parents.
Guidance counselors are determined by the student’s last name.
Fairfield Freshman School
Jessica Neal (A-O)
Nicole Climer (P-Z)

Fairfield High School
Zach Yates (A-B and Academy)
Tracy Ashford (C-F)
Melissa Salyer (G-J)
Deanna Owens (K-N)
Amanda Schur (O-Sh)
Heather Braun (Si-Z)
Nicole Climer (Butler Tech and
Freshman School)
www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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DEVELOPING YOUR SCHEDULE
Be sure to:
READ

the course description before selecting a subject to be sure it fits your needs and
interests.

CONSULT

with teachers in specific subject areas for more detailed information.

BALANCE

your course selections. Allow yourself the freedom to take elective subjects each
year. They are a valuable part of your total education.

REMEMBER

to make certain you have satisfied the prerequisites for taking a particular course.
Any student found in a course for which he or she has not met the prerequisite is
subject to removal from the course.

Other Considerations:
CAREER GOAL
It is important that you begin to think about your future plans as you consider your scheduling
choices. Fairfield offers many options to give you the best possible preparation for your college or
career goals. Choose courses that will help you explore your career choice now to better prepare you
for life after high school. Planning ahead will help you to take the best advantage of the offerings
available to you.
PREREQUISITES
A prerequisite is a previous course that needs to be successfully completed before the student can
enroll in the described course. Parents and students should consult flow charts at the beginning of
some specific sections to determine suggested sequences. Students and parents should also pay
serious attention to teacher recommendations for future courses and appropriate levels of courses.
FEES
Fear of not being able to pay fees should not keep a student out of an academic course that is needed
to help a student reach his or her future goal. The fees listed in this book are reviewed and approved
by the Fairfield Board of Education each spring. All fees are subject to change until Board Approval
is received. Fees are used for lab supplies, art supplies, workbooks, and other consumable materials
used in the class.
Parents who meet federal income guidelines will qualify for partial or complete forgiveness of school
fees including academic fees, club participation fees, and athletic participation fees.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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CLASS TYPES







CCR (College and Career Ready) – College and Career Ready is defined by the state of Ohio
as, “the ability to succeed in entry-level, credit bearing, academic college course work and in
workforce training programs.”
Pre-CCPlus (Pre College Credit Plus)* – These courses prepare students with the skills and
content knowledge needed to continue on the path to participate in CCPlus courses within the
same content area. College Credit Plus (CCPlus) Courses include Advanced Placement (AP)
and Advanced Standing (AS, formerly Post-Secondary and Dual-Credit).
AP (Advanced Placement)* – These courses are college-level classes that provide students
with the opportunity to earn college credit in high school, to place into honors classes in
college, and/or to obtain admission to highly competitive schools or programs.
AS (Advanced Standing)* – These courses allow students to earn both high school and
college credit at the same time, upon successful completion of the course.
Honors* – These classes do not offer college credit, but are advanced courses that allow
students to study a given subject on the deepest level available at the high school level.

* Students participating in either Pre-CCPlus, AP, AS, or Honors courses will have a weight added to
their grade point average. For more information, please see Calculating Weighted Grades on page
20.

NCAA Approval
Students wishing to participate in intercollegiate athletics governed by the NCAA or NAIA must
adhere to specific guidelines regarding initial eligibility. Students will need to visit www.NCAA.com
or www.NAIA.org and register with the Eligibility Center of each governing body as soon as these
student athletes believe they wish to participate in intercollegiate athletics.
Students and parents need to be aware of NCAA-approved courses when making course
selections throughout high school. Whether students take courses at Fairfield, Butler Tech,
online, or through a university, check the NCAA approval status of the class. This can be done
at the links above or through your counselor.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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SCHEDULING TIMELINE INCOMING 9-12 GRADERS
2018-2019 School Year
January/February
2018

RECOMMENDATION DAY: Students will be issued a scheduling form
and a current transcript to take with them to each of their classes. Teachers
will meet with each student and discuss course options and opportunities
for next year. Teachers will also discuss appropriate student placement.
Teachers will review prerequisites with students.
Students will return their scheduling form signed by their parent/guardian
to their first period teacher.
Counselors will meet with students during their English classes to schedule.

March 2018

Counselors travel to Fairfield Middle School to schedule students for their
ninth grade year.
Counselors travel to Fairfield Freshman School to schedule students for
their tenth grade year.
Parent Conferences: Parents can schedule to meet with counselors, teachers
and department chairpersons to review student course selections and plans
for next year.

June 7, 2018

Last day for students to change course requests for fall of 2018. Students
can meet with counselors and with parental approval can make changes.
Any changes after this time requires the process described under
SCHEDULE CHANGES AND CLASS ENROLLMENT found on page 13
in the Program of Studies.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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SCHEDULE CHANGES AND CLASS ENROLLMENT
Students are requested to carefully consider the selection of courses and consult with parents, teachers,
and counselors as an individual schedule is developed.
Some courses may not be offered because of insufficient enrollment.
It is important that students listen to announcements after scheduling is completed to hear if changes
will be made in course offerings. In grades 9-12, students will be allowed to change course requests up
to the last full day of attendance in June by meeting with the counselor.
After the last day of school, all schedule changes need to be handled according to the following
procedure:
Schedule changes will be made only if there is a serious reason to do so. A dislike
for a course and/or a teacher or a desire to be with friends is not sufficient reason
for making a schedule change. If a schedule change is desired, the student and/or
parent should discuss the possible change with a counselor. Students must complete
the appropriate schedule change request form (found in the Guidance Office or on
the high school website). The counselor and/or principal will make the final
decision on any requested change.
Any schedule changes made after the 20th day of school will result in a failing
grade in the course that is dropped. Students have five days from the start of
the school year to add new classes. If students are enrolled at Butler Tech,
students have five days from the start of the FCSD school year to come back to
the High School. Please note that Advanced Standing courses are subject to
different withdrawal dates per the University.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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SCHEDULE CHANGE REQUEST FORM
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
The Fairfield Board of Education requires that the standards for graduation meet the minimum
standards of the Ohio Department of Education and that our high school will compare favorably
with high schools recognized for excellence in the state.
The minimum requirements for graduation from high school are as follows:
English
Social Studies
Science
Mathematics
Fine Arts
Health
Physical Education
Pathways to Your Future
Electives
Total:

4 units of credit
3 units of credit
3 units of credit
4 units of credit
1 unit of credit
½ unit of credit
½ unit of credit
½ unit of credit
4 units of credit
20 ½ units of credit

Amended Substitute Senate Bill 310 requires for graduation from every public high school in
relationship to above list:







One unit of Algebra II or the equivalent of Algebra II
Science units, which reflect inquiry-based laboratory experiences that engage students,
including one unit of physical science, one unit of biology, and advanced study in one or
more of the following sciences:
o Chemistry, physics, or other physical science
o Advanced biology or other life science
o Physical geology or other earth or space science
One-half unit of American history and one-half unit of American government (Fairfield City
School District will continue to require one unit in American studies, one unit in world
studies, and one unit in American government.)
The integration of economic and financial literacy academic content standards in social
studies or other courses
One sequence of any combination of world language, fine arts, business, career-technical
education, family and consumer sciences, technology, agricultural education or English
language arts, mathematics, science, or social studies courses not otherwise required for a
total of five units

Summer school credits will be accepted toward graduation, provided that counselor approval has
been given prior to registration for the course.
Credits obtained through the successful completion of a credit flexibility plan approved by the
Fairfield City School District will be accepted toward graduation.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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Students in the Fairfield City School District in grades 9, 10, and 11 who successfully complete twofull seasons of interscholastic athletics, marching band, or cheerleading may be excused from the
high school physical education requirement. The “two-full-seasons” requirement may be completed
within a single school year. The “two-full-seasons” requirement must be completed by the end of the
student’s junior year to eliminate the possibility of seniors being caught in a position of lacking
physical education requirements and failing to graduate.
Under the ORC, the Board of Education may NOT provide for partial completion of the high school
physical education requirement. The one-half-unit requirement cannot be partially exempted. For
example, it is not possible to combine a one-fourth credit of physical education with one successful
season to meet the physical education requirement.
Those students excused from the high school physical education requirement are required to complete onehalf unit, consisting of at least 60 hours of instruction, in another course of study as determined by the
student. Those students excused from the high school physical education requirement are still required to
earn the listed number of credits for graduation from the Fairfield City School District.
The Board of Education assumes that at the time of graduation each student will have fulfilled all
academic and financial obligations. A good school record, scholastically and otherwise, is the best
recommendation an applicant can offer either for college admission or for a job. A record of good
personal behavior and cooperation will be expected.
Students must attend through seven terms. A term is 18 weeks in length. Seniors may graduate early
at the end of the seventh term if they have met all graduation requirements and submit the
appropriate paperwork. Counselors have information about early graduation procedures.

State Testing Requirements for Graduation
All students must meet the state standardized test requirements unless exempted by an Individual
Education Plan (IEP).
Class of 2018 and Beyond
All students must take end-of-course exams in the following courses:








Algebra I/Math I
Geometry/Math II
Biology (Class of 2019 and beyond)
American History
American Government
English 9
English 10

Students studying Advanced Placement (AP) or taking Advanced Standing (AS) courses in Biology,
American History or American Government may take assessments aligned to those courses in lieu of
end-of-course exams to avoid double testing.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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In addition to the end-of-course exams, students must also meet one of the following:




Earn a cumulative passing score on seven end-of-course exams. (18 pts.)
Earn a “remediation-free” score on a nationally recognized college admission exam such as
ACT or SAT. The state of Ohio will pay for all 11th grade students to take the exam free of
charge.
Earn a State Board of Education-approved, industry-recognized credential or a state- issued
license for practice in a career and achieve a score that demonstrates workforce readiness and
employability on a job skills assessment.

Recommended Curriculum for College Bound Students
(ALL COURSES MUST BE AT LEAST CAREER AND COLLEGE-READY/CCR)









4 credits of English
4 credits of Math (minimum of Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II)
4 credits of Social Studies (minimum of Modern World History, Modern American History,
and American Government)
4 credits of Science (two advanced Sciences)
3 credits of a World Language (minimum of 3 years of the same language or 2 years each of
two languages)
1 credit of Fine Arts
1/2 credit of Health
1/2 credit of Physical Education

State of Ohio Diploma with Honors
(ALL COURSES MUST BE AT LEAST CAREER AND COLLEGE READY/CCR)
Students need to fulfill seven of the following eight criteria:









4 credits of English
4 credits of Math (including Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and another higher level course
or a four-year sequence of courses that contain equivalent content)
4 credits of Science (Physical Science, Biology, and two advanced sciences)
4 credits of Social Studies
3 credits of a World Language (or 2 units each in two different languages)
1 credit of Fine Arts
Maintain an overall GPA of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale
Obtain a composite score of 27 on the ACT or 1210 combined score on the SAT

For information on Diplomas with Honors in the areas of STEM, Arts, and Social Science & Civic
Engagement, please visit the the Ohio Department of Education website and/or your school guidance
counselor. Counselors will communicate with possible candidates for these options after the options
are finalized.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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Graduation with Honors
(PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS A SEPARATE FCSD HONORS RECOGNITION)
Summa Cum Laude



4 .0 GPA
Gold robe, hat, tassel, sash, and cord

Magna Cum Laude



3.6-3.999 GPA
Gold sash, tassel, and cord

Cum Laude



3.2-3.599 GPA
Gold tassel and cord

Academic Requirements for Athletes
Academic eligibility requires that high school students (grades 9-12) must pass a minimum of five
one-credit courses, or the equivalent, in the immediately preceding grading period. Physical
Education does not count toward the Academic Eligibility requirement due to the fact that it counts
only as .25 credits. To determine credit equivalency: multiply full-year courses by a factor of 1;
semester courses by a factor of 2; twelve-week courses by a factor of 3; and nine-week courses by a
factor of 4.
A student enrolled in the first grading period after advancement from the eighth grade must have
passed a minimum of five of all those subjects carried during the preceding grading period in which
the student was enrolled.
A student enrolling in the seventh grade for the first time will be eligible for the first grading period
regardless of the previous academic achievement. Thereafter, in order to be eligible, a student in
grade 7 or 8 must be currently enrolled in school during the immediately preceding grading period
and must have received passing grades during that grading period in a minimum of five of those
subjects in which the student received grades.
It should be noted that dropping a class may result in losing your academic eligibility. It is always
best to check with your counselor or an athletic director to make sure that you remain eligible before
you make any changes in your schedule. Athletes are allowed only one early release period as a
senior.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMS
PSAT/NMSQT

www.collegeboard.org

(Preliminary Scholastic Assessment Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test)
 This is a practice test for the SAT, which is also used to determine National Merit semifinalists. It is given once each year in October, primarily to juniors, but is open to any college
bound student. The testing will occur on the third Saturday of October. The test is administered
at the high school.
SAT Reasoning Test

www.collegeboard.org

(Scholastic Assessment Test)
 The SAT is generally taken during the junior and/or senior year. Students receive a Verbal,
Math, and Writing score. This test is open to any college bound student. The test is offered
approximately six times during the academic school year.
SAT Subject Tests

www.collegeboard.org

(Scholastic Assessment Test: Subject Tests)
 These are one-hour tests which measure a student’s knowledge of specific subjects and his/her
ability to apply that knowledge. Certain colleges require this test. Check with the college you
plan to attend. The test is offered several times during the academic school year. Students can
take up to three tests at one sitting.
ACT

www.actstudent.org

(American College Test)
 The ACT is generally taken during the junior and/or senior year. Students receive scores in
English, Reading, Math, Science, and Writing as well as a composite score. This test is open to
any college bound student. The test is offered approximately six times during the academic
school year.
The goal of the Fairfield City School District is to ensure that ALL students graduate college and/or
career ready. In order to ensure we reach this goal, college readiness assessments are administered
twice to all students during their high school years at the district’s or state’s expense. All 10th grade
students will take the PSAT (third Wednesday in October), and all 11th grade students will take the
ACT (April Administration) in English, Reading, Math and Science. By doing so, we are able to use
the data from these assessments to help students find their areas of strength and areas of need. In
addition, the information gathered from these assessments helps our staff guide students’ choices into
their next phase of life.

www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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GRADE REPORTS AND GRADING SCALE
Final grades are used to determine whether credit was earned. Final grades are also used to calculate
class rank and honor roll membership.
Grades are issued at the end of each quarter (9-week period). Semester grades are determined by
averaging two 9-week quarter grades. Final grades for a one-year course are determined by
averaging two semester grades. Final grades for a semester course (half year), are determined by
averaging two 9-week quarter grades.
The following grading scale will be used in all classes in the Fairfield City Schools:
Letter Grade
A+
A
AB+
B
B-

Grade Range
98 to 100
93 to 97
90 to 92
87 to 89
83 to 86
80 to 82

Letter Grade
C+
C
CD+
D
F

Grade Range
77 to 79
73 to 76
70 to 72
67 to 69
64 to 66
0 to 63

Some classes carry weighted grades. Weighted grades can affect a student’s grade point average and
class rank. (See Calculating Weighted Grades on page 20)

Calculating Grade Point Average (GPA)
Each student’s grades are combined in a grade point average (GPA). The grade point average
appears on a student’s permanent high school records. This number will be included when colleges,
trade schools, employers, or military recruiters ask for a student’s high school records. Every course
taken in grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 will count toward the grade point average. Students who start their
high school years by earning low grades in ninth grade find that it can take two or three additional
years to bring up their GPA. In each course, teachers will explain what is required in their classes
and will provide suggestions for earning good grades.
When calculating grade point averages, Fairfield High School will award quality points for all
courses (weighted and unweighted) as follows:
Letter Grade
A+
A
AB+
B
B-

GPA Value
4.3
4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.7

Letter Grade
C+
C
CD+
D
F

GPA Value
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.3
1.0
0

All grades earned in grades 9-12 will count in the calculation. Grade point averages will be
calculated to two decimal places (with an elevator of .005). College Credit Plus classes will be
averaged into the GPA. Grades earned at Butler Tech will use Butler Tech’s grading scale.
www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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Calculating Weighted Grades
For Pre-CCPlus, Advanced Placement (AP), Advanced Standing (AS), or Honors (H) courses, an
additional weight will be added onto the grade point average, providing the student earns a C- or
above in those courses. A one period, year-long course will earn an additional weight of 0.03 added
on at the end of the year. A one period, semester-long course will earn an additional weight of 0.015
at the end of the semester. A two period, year-long course will earn an additional weight of 0.06
added on at the end of the year.
The following courses are weighted:
9th Grade
10th Grade

11th Grade

12th Grade

Advanced Geometry, Pre-CCPlus Biology
AP Studio Art: Drawing, Pre-CCPlus English, Pre CCP Algebra II, AP Music
Theory, AP Biology, AS Biology (BIO 131/132), Pre-CCPlus Physics, Pre-CCPlus
Chemistry, AP World History
AP Studio Art: Drawing, Pre-CCPlus English 11, AP English 11: Language and
Composition, AS/Advanced Pre-Calculus (MAT153), AP Statistics, AP Music
Theory, Honors Choraliers, Honors Chamber Orchestra, Honors Wind Ensemble, AP
Biology, AS Biology (BIO 131/132), Pre-CCPlus Physics, AP Physics 1, Pre-CCPlus
Chemistry, AP Chemistry, AS Anatomy and Physiology (BIO 151/152), AP United
States History, AP Psychology, AS Psychology (PSY 110), Honors French IV,
Honors German III, Honors Spanish IV
AP Studio Art: Drawing, AP English 12: Literature and Composition, AS English
(ENG 101/103), AP Calculus BC, AP Calculus AB, AS College Algebra (151/152),
AS/Advanced Pre-Calculus (MAT 153), AS Calculus (MAT 251), AP Statistics, AS
College Algebra and Trig, AP Music Theory, Honors Choraliers, Honors Chamber
Orchestra, Honors Wind Ensemble, AP Biology, AS Biology (BIO 131/132), PreCCPlus Physics, AP Physics 1, AP Physics 2, Pre-CCPlus Chemistry, AP Chemistry,
AS Anatomy and Physiology (BIO 151/152), AP United States Government and
Politics, AP U.S. History, AP Psychology, AS Psychology (PSY 110), Honors
French IV, Honors German III, Honors Mandarin IV, Honors Spanish IV

Credits
Semester-long courses award .5 credit hours toward graduation. Courses lasting two semesters (one-year)
award 1 credit. The exceptions are Physical Education, which earns .25 credits per semester, and College
Credit Plus courses. The credit awarded for each course is listed as part of the course description.

Retention of Truant Students
Under Section 3313.609 of the Ohio Revised Code, the Board is required to adopt a policy on the
retention of truant students. The Board shall prohibit the promotion of a student to the next grade level
if the student has been truant (absent without excuse) for more than ten (10%) percent of the required
attendance days in the current school year and has failed two or more of the required curriculum subject
areas in the current grade. These provisions may be waived if the student’s principal and teacher agree,
in writing, that the student is academically prepared to be promoted to the next grade level.
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COLLEGE CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES
Ohio’s College Credit Plus (CCPlus) Program
Students can take courses in Ohio’s College Credit Plus (CCPlus) programs and earn high school and
college credit that appears on both their high school and college transcripts. CCPlus replaces the
Post-Secondary Education Option, also known as PSEO, and redefines “alternative dual enrollment”
programs as Advanced Standing programs. More information about Ohio’s CCPlus programs can be
found at www.ohiohighered.org/college_credit_plus.
There are many advantages to participating in CCPlus programs while still a FCSD student. There
are also some risks that should be considered.
ADVANTAGES OF PARTICIPATING IN COLLEGE CREDIT PLUS PROGRAMS
The student has the opportunity:








to earn college credit for free or at a minimal cost
to reduce financial burdens on families
to enhance his/her high school transcript demonstrating initiative to participate in the most
rigorous curriculum FCSD has to offer
to increase the number of course choices
to study in-depth special interests
to experience college level work
to preview college life

RISKS OF PARTICIPATING IN COLLEGE CREDIT PLUS PROGRAMS
The student may have:









increased responsibility for own learning
reduced opportunities for high school activities (extracurricular) due to increased need for
college level study time and/or offerings of college level classes
reduced time to work hours on part-time job due to increased need for college level study time
increased responsibility for emotional maturity
less information about high school day-to-day activities due to absence from the building
sports eligibility affected at college level (some college courses may not be approved by the
NCAA Clearinghouse)
some college credits not be accepted by out of state or private colleges
could lose financial aid if students fail within option 2 or 3

If the student withdraws from an off campus class (either formally or by non-attendance), all
financial responsibilities revert back to the student.
If the student is expelled from the home high school, all financial responsibilities revert back to
the student.
If the student would like to take CCPlus off campus, the student must take the ACT or SAT
prior to the college entrance deadline.
www.fairfieldcityschools.com
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS







Student must meet all graduation requirements to receive high school diploma.
The Class of 2019 and thereafter are responsible for Ohio’s State Tests in English 9,
English 10, Algebra I, Geometry, Biology, American History and Government.
Some college courses (exact or similar) may count in lieu of the required high school
courses.
All college courses (nonsectarian) may count for high school elective course credit.
Student may participate in graduation ceremonies if college course ends after graduation day.
The diploma cannot be awarded until all graduation requirements have been met.
Student must have paid all financial responsibilities in order to receive a diploma. This
includes any financial responsibilities incurred when dropping a college class (either
formally or by non-attendance).

HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT & CLASS RANK
Credit per course will be awarded as follows:
College
Semester
Hours
3 or more
2
1

High School
Carnegie Units
of Credit
1.00
2/3 = 0.6
1/3 = 0.3

Per section 3365.04 of the Ohio Revised Code, the policy for calculation of class standing for
college credit plus courses shall not disadvantage students who choose to participate in them rather
than in other advance standing programs. This means that all courses in the Fairfield City School
District’s College Credit Plus program (AP, Advanced Standing on campus, and Advanced Standing
off campus) will be weighted the same.
If the college allows a student to take a class for PASS/FAIL grade, the PASS grade would not be
computed into the grade point average, but the FAIL grade would be computed.
FAIRFIELD CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT COLLEGE CREDIT PLUS OPTIONS
Within the FCSD, students have three ways that they can participate in Ohio’s CCPlus program:




Option #1 – Advanced Placement courses offered at FHS
Option #2 – Advanced Standing Courses at FHS (Formerly Dual Enrollment)
Option #3 – College Credit Plus courses on a college campus (Formerly PSEO)
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AS A PARENT/GUARDIAN, HOW DO I DECIDE WHICH OF THE THREE COLLEGE CREDIT
PLUS OPTIONS IS BEST FOR MY CHILD?
QUESTIONS
OPTION #1
ADVANCED PLACEMENT
TO
(AP) COURSES
CONSIDER

OPTION #2
ADVANCED STANDING
COURSES AT FHS

Student stays at school and
receives the benefits of a high
school teacher who has received
professional development from
the College Board.

Student stays at school and
receives the benefits of a high
What are the
school teacher who has been
benefits of this
approved as university faculty
program?
and who received training from
university.
Maybe – Advanced
Most likely – Fairfield has been
Placement is a nationally
very conscious about the
recognized program widely
Advanced Standing courses it
accepted at most universities.
offers on campus to ensure that
Students take a national AP
these classes are TAG classes
exam in May. Earning a score of (Transfer Assurance
Will my child
a 3 or higher on a five point
Guarantee). These classes will
earn college
scale may allow your child to
transfer to any public university
credit when
he/she completes earn advanced standing credits. in the state of Ohio. As long as
The ultimate decision to accept your child successfully
this program?
AP scores lies with the
completes the course, he/she
individual university.
will receive college credit at a
public university in the state of
Ohio.

OPTION #3
COLLEGE CREDIT PLUS
COURSES ON A COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Student experiences a college campus
with a college professor.

Most likely – Students need to be
very conscious about the Advanced
Standing courses taken off campus to
ensure that they are TAG
(Transfer Assurance Guide) or OTM
(Ohio Transfer Module) classes. These
classes will transfer to any public
university in the state of Ohio. As long
as your child successfully completes the
course, he/she will receive college credit
at a public university in the state of
Ohio. Advanced Standing classes that
are not TAG or OTM can be taken, but
may not be transferrable to other
universities.
The cost of the AP Exam in
There will be school fees
Daily transportation costs will need to
associated with each on campus be absorbed by the family unless the
What is the cost May of each year is about
child is eligible for free and reduced
to participate in $92. There will also be a school Advanced Standing course a
fee associated with each AP
student takes.
lunches. In that case, there may be some
this option?
course a child takes.
assistance in the area of transportation.
Students will have to spend a
These are college level classes, Leaving the high school campus is not a
great deal of time studying to be and college level work is
good option for many high school
successful. Students easily
required. Some students
students for a variety of reasons –
spend hours each night
struggle to make the adjustment transportation concerns, maturity, etc.
What are the
completing assignments,
from high school expectations Students will be with an older peer
drawbacks of this
memorizing material, and
to college level expectations.
group. This may or may not be a
program?
preparing for assessments. AP
drawback for some families.
courses are typically the most
rigorous courses a high school
offers.
This class is reported only on
In most cases, these courses are reported on BOTH your high school
What happens if I a high school transcript.
transcript and college transcript. Poor performance not only affects your
don’t do well in Performance will affect your
high school GPA and class rank, but it also affects the start of your
this class?
high school GPA and class rank. collegiate level transcript.
What is the
biggest difference
between high
school classes
and CCPlus
classes?

In all cases, CCPlus classes are college level course work. Your child must be ready to handle college level
curriculum. In addition, there is a higher expectation that students will take ownership of their own learning
rather than leaning on others. Students in all programs need to be academically and socially ready for a
challenge when taking any CCPlus course.
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CCPlus Option #1 - Advanced Placement (AP) Courses
Advanced Placement (AP) courses are offered at Fairfield Senior High School in several subject
areas. AP courses are college level classes that provide students with the opportunity to earn college
credit in high school, to place into honors classes in college, and/or to obtain admission to highly
competitive schools or programs. These advantages are granted by individual universities or
university departments based on a student’s score on the national AP test. Students who enroll in
AP classes should plan to take the AP test. Tests are given at FHS in early May. Currently, AP
tests cost $94. This cost may change depending upon the College Board. Students who qualify for
the Federal Free and Reduced Lunch Program may have part of the AP test fees waived.
Since AP classes are college level courses, they require a significantly greater amount of effort than
other high school classes. AP classes also carry weighted grades, so taking AP classes and doing
well in them will raise a student’s grade point average. These classes are likely to enhance a
student’s class rank and ability to win scholarships if students do well in them. Students may enroll
in one or more AP class at a time.
The decision to enroll in AP classes should be made after careful consideration of the student’s
ability, prior academic preparation in a subject area, interest in the subject, and future career goals.
All AP classes require specific course prerequisites, so students must think ahead when planning
their freshman and sophomore schedules to ensure that they are eligible for a desired AP class in the
junior or senior year.

The following AP classes are offered at Fairfield Senior High School:








AP Studio Art: Drawing
AP Music Theory
AP English 11: Language and Composition
AP English 12: Literature and Composition
AP World History
AP American History
AP Psychology










AP United States Government
AP Calculus AB*
AP Calculus BC*
AP Statistics
AP Biology
AP Chemistry
AP Physics 1
AP Physics 2

*AP Calculus BC covers more material and is more challenging than AP Calculus AB. The
Advanced Placement Board offers different tests for AB and BC.
AP online courses that have prior approval of the building principal will be calculated in the
grade point average WITHOUT the .03 added on.
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CCPlus Option #2 - Advanced Standing Courses at FHS
A partnership between the Fairfield City School District and Cincinnati State Technical and
Community College offers qualified students the opportunity to participate in college level classes
during the regular school day on the Fairfield High School campus at no additional cost to the
students.* These classes are taught or facilitated by Fairfield High School teachers who have been
approved by the college. This partnership secures an affordable program that will transfer to any
public university in the state of Ohio. Interested students will sign up for a high school class during
the scheduling process and then register for the Cincinnati State class. Upon request, students will
receive a college transcript from Cincinnati State that identifies the course title, credit, and grade
earned upon completion of the course.
The Advanced Standing courses that are offered at FHS are all Transfer Assurance Guide
(TAG) courses and are guaranteed by the Ohio Board of Regents to transfer and apply toward
the specific major at any of Ohio’s public colleges and universities.
This option allows high school students to earn both high school and college credit while staying at
FHS. Cincinnati State supports this goal through dual enrollment relationships with area school
districts.
School fees as set by the Fairfield City School District may still apply to AS courses taught at FHS
(see course descriptions for fee information specific to each class).
Advanced Standing courses are the beginning of a student’s college transcript. Students that obtain
less than a C in a course are at-risk of forfeiting possible financial aid through the FAFSA process.
PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY IN ADVANCED STANDING AT FHS




Student must have an appropriate college readiness score on test of college’s choice.
o Typically, Accuplacer, ACT, or SAT are the assessments utilized.
o An ACT composite score of 22 or a 1010 on the SAT I are typical ranges.
Students must apply to the college they wish to attend.
Students must be accepted by the college.

*If the student withdraws from an off campus class (either formally or by non-attendance), all
financial responsibilities revert back to the student.
*If the student is expelled from the home high school, all financial responsibilities revert back
to the student.
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ACADEMIC PATHWAYS
In an effort to help students and their parents organize their Advanced Standing coursework,
“pathways” have been created. Students can choose to follow a pathway, or they can choose to take
one or two classes within a pathway. The choices that a student makes are very personal and should
be thoroughly discussed with his/her parents and high school counselor.
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS / ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE PATHWAY
(15+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)
FHS
Course Title

Cincinnati State
Course Name

Cincinnati State
Course Number

Credit
Hours

English 12

English Composition
Composition & Literature

ENG – 101
ENG – 103

3
3

Pre-Calculus

Pre-Calculus

MAT – 153

6

Advanced Biology

General Biology 1
General Biology 2

BIO – 131
BIO – 132
Total College
Credits Possible

4
4
20

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS / ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE PATHWAY
(25+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)
FHS
Course Title

Cincinnati State
Course Name

Cincinnati State
Course Number

Credit
Hours

English 12

English Composition
Composition & Literature

ENG – 101
ENG – 103

3
3

Pre-Calculus

Pre-Calculus

MAT – 153

4

Calculus

Calculus

MAT – 251

5

BIO – 131
BIO – 132
PSY – 110

4
4
3

Total College
Credits Possible

26

Advanced Biology
Psychology

General Biology 1
General Biology 2
Psychology
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HEALTH SCIENCE PATHWAY (15+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)
FHS
Course Title

Cincinnati State
Course Name

Cincinnati State
Course Number

Credit
Hours

English 12

English Composition
Composition & Literature

ENG – 101
ENG – 103

3
3

MAT – 153

4

BIO – 151
BIO – 152
PSY - 110

4
4
3

Total College
Credits Possible

21

Pre-Calculus
Anatomy & Physiology
Psychology

Pre-Calculus
Anatomy & Physiology 1
Anatomy & Physiology 2
Psychology

HEALTH SCIENCE PATHWAY (30+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)
FHS
Course Title

Cincinnati State
Course Name

Cincinnati State
Course Number

Credit
Hours

English 12

English Composition
Composition & Literature

ENG – 101
ENG – 103

3
3

MAT – 153

4

MAT – 251

5

BIO – 131
BIO – 132
BIO – 151
BIO – 152
PSY - 110

4
4
4
4
3

Total College
Credits Possible

34

Pre-Calculus
Calculus
Advanced Biology
Anatomy & Physiology
Psychology

Pre-Calculus
Calculus
General Biology 1
General Biology 2
Anatomy & Physiology 1
Anatomy & Physiology 2
Psychology
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CCPlus Option #3 – College Credit Plus
Courses on a College Campus
Students can earn college and high school graduation credit through the successful completion of
college courses on a college campus. This program is intended to provide expanded opportunities for
appropriately qualified high school students to experience course work at the college or university
level.
Qualified students at Fairfield High School are able to take college courses at local colleges. Most
students choose to take courses at a campus close to their home. Acceptance is determined by the
college, and placement into college classes is based upon the university’s “college readiness”
assessment. While in this Advanced Standing Program, a student is considered to be a non-degree
student and is not eligible to earn a college degree.
The Advanced Standing courses that are offered on a college campus may be either Ohio
Transfer Module (OTM) or Transfer Assurance Guide (TAG) courses. OTM courses are
guaranteed by the Ohio Board of Regents to transfer applicable credits among Ohio public
colleges and universities and equitable treatment in the application of credits to admissions and
degree requirements. TAG courses are guaranteed by the Ohio Board of Regents to transfer
and apply toward the specific major at any of Ohio’s public colleges and universities.
PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY IN ADVANCED STANDING ON A COLLEGE CAMPUS
PROGRAM







Student must have an appropriate college readiness score on test of college’s choice.
o Typically, COMPASS, PSAT, ACT, or SAT are the assessments utilized
o An ACT composite score of 22 or a 1010 on the SAT I are typical ranges
Students must be enrolled in either a public or private high school.
Home-schooled students must first enroll in the appropriate high school.
Students must apply to the college they wish to attend.
Students must be accepted by the college.
Students must enroll in program at home school by MARCH 31th.

Most students who participated in this program last year attended the Miami University Hamilton
campus. Students and their parents must sign an intent form by March 31, 2018, if they intend to
participate in the program for the 2018-2019 school year. Parents and students must attend a
counseling session with their high school counselor prior to application at the college.
Advanced Standing courses are the beginning of a student’s college transcript. Students that obtain
less than a C in a course are at-risk of forfeiting possible financial aid through the FAFSA
process.
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PROCESS FOR PARTICIPATION IN ADVANCE STANDING ON A COLLEGE CAMPUS
PROGRAM










Obtain an informational packet from your counselor. Notify your counselor of your intent to
participate in the program by completing and returning the Intent to Participate form by
March 31 of the school year prior to participation.
Your high school counselor will discuss your eligibility for program participation.
Decide which college you plan to attend and apply on that college’s website.
You and your parents must meet with your high school counselor to review and sign the
Parent/Guardian and Student Acknowledgement form.
Complete the college application online. Request a transcript from your counselor.
The college will notify you in writing of your acceptance and additional placement testing.
Meet with your college advisor to plan your schedule.
Maintain contact with your high school counselor regarding your courses.
Re-apply at the college each year following the college procedures.

CREDIT OPTIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN ADVANCE STANDING ON A COLLEGE
CAMPUS PROGRAM
There are two options to participate in programs on a college campus – Option A and Option B.
OPTION A
A student may elect, at the time of enrollment, to receive only college credit. The student may not
need additional high school credits and/or may wish the grade point average to be unchanged, thus
choosing college credit only. In this option, the student must assume all financial responsibilities
(tuition, fees, books, materials, etc.).
OPTION B
A student may elect, at the time of enrollment, to receive high school credits and college credits
concurrently. The Ohio Department of Education assumes all financial responsibilities (tuition, fees,
books, materials, etc.).
CRITERIA FOR TRANSPORTATION AID




Student must take class for high school credit.
Student must provide own transportation to college campus. School does not provide car/bus.
Student, if eligible under the National School Lunch Act (free/reduced lunches), may request
reimbursement for travel expenses as calculated by district per capita cost per student. Costs
for parking are not included.
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SUPPORT SERVICE AVAILABLE






High school will provide information about high school graduation requirements, college
entrance requirements, and ACT/SAT tests.
High school is not responsible for finding college for student.
College admission offices can provide information to student.
Each student is encouraged to seek assistance, if needed, at the college’s
counseling/admissions office. Please contact your counselor for additional information.
Parents are responsible for monitoring attendance at the college level and reporting medical
records and concerns. Students/parents should check with the college/university for
specific attendance policies.

SCHEDULING CLASSES







Student must meet all high school graduation requirements to receive diploma; no exceptions
can be made.
Scheduling conflicts between high school classes and college classes are not the
responsibility of the high school. The high school does not rearrange the master schedule in
order to offer classes at convenient times for students to attend college.
Per Ohio Revised Code 3365.06, each secondary school shall verify that a student electing to
participate in the college credit plus program is not taking more than thirty (30) college credit
hours during an academic year.
Student must be enrolled in school (high school plus college) for a time comparable to the
full school day at the high school. Daytime or evening college classes may be taken during
the academic school year.
Vocational school students are the responsibility of the home high school.
College must assume responsibility for reporting student’s choice of classes, grades, and
attendance to parent, student, high school, and state superintendent of education. Colleges
have the right to establish prerequisites for their courses. Therefore, all courses may not be
available to all students at each grade level.

CONSEQUENCES OF FAILING COLLEGE CLASS





For Option B, the failing grade will be averaged into the high school grade point average and
the college grade point average.
Student must still pass at least five solid subjects (2.5 Carnegie units) to participate in sports
and extracurricular activities.
Student must meet all graduation requirements to receive high school diploma.
The parent/student pays financial costs if student completes college course but receives
failing grade. If student withdraws from class (either formally or by non- attendance),
all financial responsibilities revert back to the student.
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ACADEMIC PATHWAYS
In an effort to help students and their parents organize their Advanced Standing coursework, Miami
University Hamilton has created several “pathways.” Students can choose to follow a pathway
exactly, or they can choose only to take one or two classes within a pathway, or they can choose to
take classes from the course catalogue that better apply to their personal goals. The choices that a
student makes are very personal and should be thoroughly discussed with his/her parents and high
school counselor.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PATHWAY (15+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)
Miami University Hamilton
Course Name

Miami University –
Hamilton
Course Number

Credit
Hours

Composition and Rhetoric*
Composition and Rhetoric*
Intro to Public Expression and
Critical Inquiry
Calculus*
Personal Computer Concepts*
Intro to Computer Concepts and
Programming*

ENG 111
ENG 112

3
3

COM 135
MTH 151
CIT 154

3
3
3

CSE 163

3

Total College
Credits Possible

18

Miami University –
Hamilton
Course Number

Credit
Hours

FHS Course Title

English 12
Elective
Calculus
Elective
Elective

*Ohio Transfer Module classes.
ENGINEERING PATHWAY (15 COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)

FHS Course Title

Miami University - Hamilton
Course Name

English 12
Calculus
Elective
Elective
Elective

Composition and Rhetoric*
Composition and Rhetoric*
Calculus*
Computer Aided Drafting*
Circuit Analysis*
Intro to Engineering Technology*

ENG 111
ENG 112
MTH 151
ENT 135
ENT 192
ENT 137
Total College
Credits Possible

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

*Ohio Transfer Module classes.
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LIBERAL ARTS PATHWAY (15+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)

FHS Course Title

English 12
Statistics
Psychology
Elective
Elective

Miami University Hamilton
Course Name

Miami University –
Hamilton
Course Number

Credit
Hours

Composition and Rhetoric*
Composition and Rhetoric*
Statistics*
Intro to Psychology*
Microorganisms and Human
Disease*
Concepts in Art*

ENG 111
ENG 112
STA 261
PSY 111

3
3
3
4

MBI 111

3

ART 181

3

Total College
Credits Possible

19

*Ohio Transfer Module classes.
LIBERAL ARTS PATHWAY (30+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)

FHS Course Title

English 12
Statistics
Pre-Calculus
Elective
World History
Psychology
Physics
Elective
Elective

Miami University Hamilton
Course Name

Miami University –
Hamilton
Course Number

Credit
Hours

Composition and Rhetoric*
Composition and Rhetoric*
Statistics*
Pre-Calculus*
Survey of American
History*
People of the World*
Intro to Psychology*
Concepts in Physics Lab*
Microorganisms and Human
Disease*
Concepts in Art*

ENG 111
ENG 112
STA 261
MTH 125

3
3
4
3

HST 111

3

ATH 175
PSY 111
PHY 103

3
4
3

MBI 111

3

ART 181

3

Total College
Credits Possible

32

*Ohio Transfer Module classes.
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE PATHWAY (30+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)

FHS Course Title

English 12
Statistics
Psychology
Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective

Miami University Hamilton
Course Name

Miami University –
Hamilton
Course Number

Credit
Hours

Composition and Rhetoric*
Composition and Rhetoric*
Statistics*
Intro to Psychology*
Microorganisms and Human
Disease*
Concepts in Art*
Intro to Criminal Justice*
Law Enforcement
(Policing)*
Corrections*
Criminology*

ENG 111
ENG 112
STA 261
PSY 111

3
3
4
4

MBI 111
ART 181
CJS 101

3
3
3

CJS 211
CJS 281
CJS 271

4
3
3

Total College
Credits Possible

33

Miami University Hamilton
Course Name

Miami University –
Hamilton
Course Number

Credit
Hours

Composition and Rhetoric*
Composition and Rhetoric*
Statistics*
Intro to Accounting*
Intro to Marketing*
Computers and Business*

ENG 111
ENG 112
STA 261
BTE 101
BTE 105
BTE 181

3
3
3
3
3
3

Total College
Credits Possible

18

*Ohio Transfer Module classes.
BUSINESS PATHWAY (15+ COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS)

FHS Course Title

English 12
Statistics
Elective
Elective
Elective

*Ohio Transfer Module classes.
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Credit Flexibility
GENERAL INFORMATION
Credit flexibility shifts the focus from “seat time” to performance-based instruction. Students can
earn units of high school credit based on an individually approved credit flexibility plan. The intent of
credit flexibility is to meet increased expectations for high school graduation in response to
globalization, student academic needs, technology, and demographics.
Students in grades 9-12 can earn high school credit by:



successfully completing coursework;
pursuing an individually approved option;




testing out or showing mastery of
course content; or
any combination of the above.

LONG FORM CREDIT FLEXIBILITY APPLICATION
The Long Form Credit Flexibility Application must be completed by students who wish to participate
in the Credit Flexibility Plan in the areas of:



Distance learning
Educational travel




Independent study
Internship

 After school/tutorial program
 Community service

Students will be required to complete the Long Form Credit Flexibility Application and receive
approval from a committee of FCSD personnel.

January – March

March

April

Students in grades 8-11 will receive information about Credit Flexibility, if
requested. FFS and FHS counselors will meet individually with students in
grades 9-12 to schedule for the following school year. Students may bring a
completed Long Form to this meeting or complete the form using information
obtained during the meeting.
FFS counselors will meet with students in grade 8 to schedule the following
school year. Students may bring a completed Long Form to this meeting or
complete the form using information obtained during the meeting.
The Long Form of the Credit Flexibility Application must be submitted to
a school counselor by students in grades 8-11 by March 31. This timeline
will not be extended.
A committee will be formed at each building to review applications.
Students will be notified of the results of the review no later than April 30.

SHORT FORM CREDIT FLEXIBILITY APPLICATION
The Short Form Credit Flexibility Application must be completed by students who wish to participate
in the credit flexibility program in the areas of testing out or online classes. Students will be required
to complete the Short Form Credit Flexibility Application and receive approval from a committee of
FCSD personnel.
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SUMMER SCHOOL
ELEGIBILITY
Residents of the Fairfield School District are given priority in registering for summer school.
DATES AND ATTENDANCE
Advanced Credit Classes (Physical Education, Health, Pathways to Your Future) for grades 9-12 will be
held Monday, June 18, 2018 through Friday, July 13, 2018. Credit Recovery classes will be held Monday,
June 25, 2018, through Friday, July 20, 2018. Students may not miss more than four hours of instruction
during any course except for the online summer school classes where a student may not miss more than
three hours of class. This allows the school to comply with Ohio credit and attendance laws. Dates for
summer school are subject to change.
TIME AND PLACE
Most summer school classes will be offered from 7:15AM to 11:15AM. Summer School location TBA.
COURSES
The following courses may be offered in summer school:











English 9, 10, 11, and 12
Algebra I and Geometry
American History
Physical Science
Biology
World History
Physical Education
Health
Pathways to Your Future (not open to incoming freshman)
EOC Review

Make-up only
Make-up only
Make-up only
Make-up only
Make-up only
Make-up only
Make-up or Advanced Credit
Make-up or Advanced Credit
Make-up or Advanced Credit
Make-up only (no credit will be given)

Other classes may be offered if there is sufficient enrollment.
End of Course Exam Review (EOC)
FOR STUDENTS IN THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 2018 and beyond:
There will be a summer session (July 9-13) for students needing to pass one or more EOC’s. State law
requires students to complete 10 hours of review per subject before taking any summer EOC. Algebra 1,
Geometry and ELA 9 and 10 review will be from 7:15AM to 9:15AM. Biology, American History, and
Government review will be from 9:15AM to 11:15 AM. Tests will be given at Fairfield High School (July
16-20). There is a charge for these classes, but no charge for make-up tests.
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INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS
Gifted Education
Fairfield offers a variety of courses to meet the needs of gifted students. Students who are identified
as gifted with superior cognitive ability or academic ability via nationally normed assessments are
encouraged to take advantage of Advanced Placement and/or College Credit Plus courses to provide
the academic challenge and higher thinking skills that are required with gifted learners. Please look
carefully at each subject offering in this Program of Studies to determine the appropriate course for
your student.

English as a Second Language
Fairfield Senior High School and Freshman School offer courses designed to meet the needs of
English Language Learners. The high school guidance counselors in collaboration with the English
as a Second Language staff will determine proper placement of students into ESL courses.
ELLs may be graded on a pass/fail or traditional grading system dependent on their level of English
Language Proficiency. The classroom teacher, ESL teacher, counselor, and administrator will work
together to establish the proper grading plan for a student. Instructional accommodations and
modifications will be provided as noted in the student’s English Language Learner Plan.

Special Education and Section 504
Fairfield offers a variety of courses to meet the needs of students with disabilities. Students who are
identified as having a disability under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act or the
Americans with Disabilities Act are provided varying degrees of services and classroom support
based on individual student needs. Each child has the opportunity to have successful and engaging
experiences at Fairfield. Instructional accommodations and modifications will be provided as noted
in the student’s Individual Education Plan (IEP) or 504 Plan.
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COURSES BY DEPARTMENT
Business
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Introduction to Business
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $30.00
Prerequisite: None
This is the first course for the Business and Administrative Services, Finance and Marketing
career fields. It introduces students to the American business system and basic principles of the
free market system. Includes introduction of business concepts, entrepreneurship, management,
marketing, economics, accounting and specializations within the three career fields. They will
acquire knowledge of business processes, economics and business relationships. Students will use
technology to synthesize and share business information. Employability skills, leadership and
communications, and personal financial literacy will be addressed.
This course includes dual enrollment in a college business course (MAN 1107). Students that
successfully complete the course with a grade of C or better will earn 3.0 transcripted semester
hours of college credit.
Students will participate in Business Professionals of America (BPA), a national career-technical
student organization. Activities will include opportunities to attend leadership conferences,
participate in competitions, community service, and win scholarships.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Introduction to Business
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $30.00
Prerequisite: None
This is the first course for the Business and Administrative Services, Finance and Marketing
career fields. It introduces students to the American business system and basic principles of the
free market system. Includes introduction of business concepts, entrepreneurship, management,
marketing, economics, accounting and specializations within the three career fields. They will
acquire knowledge of business processes, economics and business relationships. Students will use
technology to synthesize and share business information. Employability skills, leadership and
communications, and personal financial literacy will be addressed.
This course includes dual enrollment in a college business course (MAN 1107). Students that
successfully complete the course with a grade of C or better will earn 3.0 transcripted semester
hours of college credit.
Students will participate in Business Professionals of America (BPA), a national career-technical
student organization. Activities will include opportunities to attend leadership conferences,
participate in competitions, community service, and win scholarships.
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Operations Management
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
Level: CP
Fees: $30.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business
Students will learn to plan, organize, and monitor day-to-day business activities. They will use
technology to plan production activities, forecast inventory needs, and negotiate vendor
contracts. Students will also calculate break- even, set cost-volume-profit goals, and develop
policies and procedures to promote workplace safety and security. They will design
sustainability plans and use lean and six sigma principles to plan for quality improvement.
Corporate social responsibility, ethics, risk management and compliance will be emphasized.
Students will participate in Business Professionals of America (BPA), a national career-technical
student organization. Activities will include opportunities to attend leadership conferences,
participate in competitions, community service, and win scholarships.
Strategic Entrepreneurship
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
Level: CP
Fees: $30.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business
College Credit: 3 College (CTAG)
Students will use innovation skills to generate ideas for new products and services, evaluate the
feasibility of ideas, and develop a strategy for commercialization. They will use technology to
select target markets, profile target customers, define the venture’s mission, and create business
plans. Students will take initial steps to establish a business. Students will calculate and forecast
costs, break-even, and sales. Establishing brand, setting prices, promoting products, and
managing customer relationships will be emphasized.
Students will participate in Business Professionals of America (BPA), a national career-technical
student organization. Activities will include opportunities to attend leadership conferences,
participate in competitions, community service, and win scholarships.
International Business
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $30.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business
College Credit: 3 College
Students will evaluate global dimensions of business, overview of theories and institutions of
trade, investment and management, emphasizing the managerial perspective on issues arising
from international business and global operations. They will use technology to determine the
impact of government, economics, geography, history, ethics and digital communication tools on
global trade. Management of sourcing and procurement, quality, distribution and supply chain in
a global environment. Students will identify financing options for international operations. They
will also analyze the competitiveness of U.S. companies in the international marketplace.
This course includes dual enrollment in a college business course (MAN 1110). Students that
successfully complete the course with a grade of C or better will earn 3.0 transcripted semester
hours of college credit.
Students will participate in Business Professionals of America (BPA), a national career-technical
student organization. Activities will include opportunities to attend leadership conferences,
participate in competitions, community service, and win scholarships.
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Career Based Intervention Program
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Career Based Intervention Program with Work-Based Component
Grades: 10-12
Credits: Multiple
2 Semesters (One Year) NCAA: No
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: Acceptance into program by Butler Tech
The Career Based Intervention Program (CBIP) is a career-technical program designed for
students who are eligible based on academic and/or economic need. The CBI Program is designed
to help students improve academic competence, graduate from high school, develop
employability skills, set goals, implement a career plan, and participate in a career pathway that
prepares them for post-secondary education and future careers.
The CBI program provides students with an opportunity to meet the academic requirements for
graduation by earning first-time and/or credit recovery credits via online and in traditional
classes, while maintaining appropriate and approved employment within the business
world. Students spend four class periods of the day in the CBIP classroom, where both traditional
and online instruction are utilized for the CBIP Employability course, and the core courses of
Science, History, and English. Health and Physical Education can either be taken online in the
CBIP classroom or as traditional classes, and all Math classes are taken in traditional classrooms
with FHS Math teachers. Students also have the option of taking additional elective courses in
FHS traditional classes in the afternoon, or they may leave school after their last class to work at
an approved job site outside of school, where they can earn elective credits for their work
requirements.
The CBI Program criteria is set by Butler tech for both employment and academic eligibility,
which is consistent with the graduation requirements for Fairfield City School District.
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Engineering – Project Lead the Way
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Introduction to Engineering Design (IED)
Grades: 9

Credits: 1

2 Semesters (One Year)

NCAA: No

Fees: $5 (CTSO
organization fee)

Prerequisite: None
In this course, students are introduced to engineering fields and the design process. Through
computer based and hands-on projects students will apply basic engineering math and science,
and technical standards while learning problem solving skills. While working both individually
and in small groups students will seek solutions to a variety of problems using 3D CAD
modeling software. The students learning experience will also benefit by the use of the two high
tech 3D Printers on site. This class is the first step in the Project Lead The Way engineering
pathway that leads to two semester hours of transcripted college credit with Sinclair Community
College. This course is highly recommended for any student that is creative, enjoys figuring
things out and has a desire to know more about engineering.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Introduction to Engineering Design (IED)
Grades: 10-12

Credits: 1

2 Semesters (One Year)

NCAA: No

Fees: $5 (CTSO
organization fee)

Prerequisite: None
In this course students are introduced to engineering and the design process. Through computer
based and hands-on projects students will apply basic engineering math and science, and
technical standards while learning problem solving skills. Working both individually and in
small groups, students will seek solutions to a variety of problems using 3D CAD modeling
software. The students learning experience will also benefit by the use of the high tech machines
such as a 3D printer or laser engraver. This class is the first step in the Project Lead the Way
engineering pathway. It is possible for students to earn two semester hours of transcripted
college credit with Sinclair Community College. Students may also learn enough skills to pass
an industry credential exam and obtain a certification. This course is highly recommended for
any student that is creative, enjoys problem solving and has a desire to know more about
engineering.
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Principles of Engineering (POE)
Grades: 10-12

Credits: 1

2 Semesters (One Year)

NCAA: No

Fees: $5 (CTSO
organization fee)

Prerequisite: Intro to Engineering Design (IED)
Principles of Engineering (POE) is a high school-level survey course of engineering. The course
exposes students to some of the major concepts that they will encounter in a post-secondary
engineering course of study through problems that engage and challenge. Students explore a
broad range of engineering topics, including mechanisms, strength of structures and materials,
and automation. Students will develop skills in problem solving, research, and design while
learning strategies for design process documentation, collaboration, and presentation. Students
will also have an opportunity to investigate engineering and high tech careers. POE gives students
the opportunity to develop skills and understanding of course concepts through activity-, project-,
and problem-based (APPB) learning. Used in combination with a teaming approach, APPB
learning challenges students to continually hone their interpersonal skills, creative abilities, and
problem solving skills based upon engineering concepts. This course also allows students to
develop strategies to enable and direct their own learning, which is the ultimate goal of education.
Students will be engaged in fun, hands-on, challenging problems to learn a broad range of
engineering topics, such as basic physics, strength of structures & materials and projectiles.
Students will build Vex Robots and learn to program in ROBOTC. This course is the second in
the Engineering Pathway at FHS.
Manufacturing Operations
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn basic manufacturing processes through the use of hands tools and
machines. They will build projects and learn the safety of machines. In the past, service projects
included designing and constructing desk organizers for customers; custom keychains and
service projects needed in our community. Students will also learn basic blueprint reading skills
for plans and how to draw with Computer Design software. Any student that enjoys building
items or wants to increase his or her more mechanical aptitude should take this course.
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
Fees: $5 (CTSO
organization fee)
Prerequisite: Intro to Engineering Design (IED) and Principles of Engineering (POE)
This course explores manufacturing history, individual processes, systems, and careers. In
addition to technical concepts, the course incorporates finance, ethics, and engineering design.
This reflects an integrated approach that leading manufacturers have adopted to improve safety,
quality, and efficiency. Students will analyze, design, and build manufacturing systems. While
implementing these designs, students will continually hone their interpersonal skills, creative
abilities, and understanding of the design process. Students apply knowledge gained throughout
the course in a final open-ended problem to build a manufacturing system.
Grades: 11-12

Credits: 1

2 Semesters (One Year)

NCAA: No

Computer Integrated Manufacturing is a high school level course that is appropriate for 10th, 11th,
or 12thgrade students interested in manufacturing and automation. CIM is one of the
specialization courses in the Project Lead the Way high school engineering program. The course
applies and concurrently develops secondary-level knowledge and skills in mathematics, science,
and technology.
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Civil Engineering and Architecture (CEA)
Fees: $5 (CTSO
organization fee)
Prerequisite: Intro to Engineering Design (IED), 12th grade no pre-requisite course required
Students learn important aspects of building and site design and development. They learn how to
design a house and the constructional materials to build a house. They will apply math, science,
and standard engineering practices to design both residential and commercial structures.
Students will be using the 3D architecture CAD design software called REVIT that is used
through industry. This course is highly recommended for students interested in architecture or
the construction field. Students could also potential pass an Industry Credentials exam with the
skills learned in this CEA class.
Grades: 11-12

Credits: 1

2 Semesters (One Year)

NCAA: No

ENGINEERING CAPSTONE: Wright State University-Engineering Mathematics Topics
and Materials (EGR 1010)
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: Check with your high school counselor.
EGR 1010 is an online mathematics course taught by the College of Engineering and Computer
Science faculty but housed here at Fairfield High School through Butler Tech. The course
consists of lectures, labs, and homework based on previous mathematics concepts. All topics are
driven by engineering applications taken directly from core engineering courses. The lectures are
motivated by hands-on laboratory exercises including a thorough integration with MATLAB.
Students may receive college credit upon completion.
https://engineering-computer-science.wright.edu/research/engineering-mathematics/engineeringmathematics-topics-and-materials
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English
FCSD Graduation Requirement – 4 credits
Recommended Curriculum for College Bound Students – 4 credits
State of Ohio Diploma with Honors – 4 credits

College/Career Ready

Advanced/Honor

9th Grade:

CCR English 9

OR

Advanced English 9

10th Grade:

CCR English 10

OR

Pre-CCPlus
English 10

11th Grade:

CCR English 11

OR

Pre-CCPlus
English 11

OR

AP English 11
Language &
Composition

CCR English 12 Choices:

12th Grade:

10th – 12th
Grades
Electives:

 20th Century Literary War
Experiences & Literary
Sketches of the American West
 American Language and
Futuristic Literature
 Classical Literature in the
Contemporary American
World
 Contemporary (20th/21st
Century) Literature
 Culturally Diverse Literature
in the Modern Era
 English for the 21st Century
World
 Scripts Analysis for Production

AS English

AP English 12

OR

Literature &
Composition

OR

Composition/
Literature
ENG 101/103

 Achieving Excellence in ACT-SO
 Journalism
 Public Speaking & Debate

More information regarding specific courses can be found on the following pages.
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FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Advanced English 9
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $18.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
The curriculum presented in this advanced level class is based upon the Ohio Learning
Standards for English Language Arts. Students will enhance their skills in the area of literature as
they read both fiction and nonfiction, with some texts being at an advanced reading level. A
required summer reading/writing assignment must be submitted on the first day of class.
CCR English 9
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $18.00
Prerequisite: None
This full term course is designed to assess students on the Ohio Learning Standards for English
Language Arts. A full term of Ninth Grade English encompasses the topics of Literature and
Composition. Students will be asked to develop their vocabulary and comprehension skills as
they read both fiction and nonfiction. Students will also utilize the elements of the writing process
as preparation for the writing applications required at this level. Incorporated into this process
will be the mastery of correct sentence structure, paragraph structure, grammar, mechanics,
usage, and word choice. Lastly, this English program will also incorporate instruction that aims to
develop research and oral and visual communication skills.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Pre-CCPlus English 10:
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
American Literature. and Writing
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $28.00
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This course is for the advanced college-bound student who fulfills the department criteria for the
Advanced Placement Program. This is a world literature course that follows the Ohio Learning
Standards for English Language Arts and emphasizes the development of skills in critical reading
of literature and informational pieces along with writing about literature and nonfiction. The
study of literature and informational text will focus upon the global effects of modern America.
In addition, students will prepare and observe presentations to develop skills in communicating,
listening, and viewing. A required summer reading/writing assignment must be submitted on
the first day of class.
CCR English 10
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $13.00
Prerequisite: None
This course adheres to the Ohio Learning Standards for English Language Arts. The world
literature consists of short stories, poetry, essays, drama, and novels from various writers that
demonstrate repercussions upon the American landscape. Students will be exposed to global
perspectives through various types of writing that span the spectrum of both literature and
informational text. Furthermore, students will develop speaking and listening skills along with
writing in a variety of styles including argumentative, narrative, persuasive, and research.
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Achieving Excellence in ACT-SO
Grades: 10-12 Credits: 1
2 Semester (Full Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
ACT-SO is a year-long youth achievement program, sponsored by the NAACP, which offers
students the opportunity to be recognized for demonstrating academic, artistic and scientific
prowess in 32 different categories. This course supports all ACT-SO competitors through peer
counseling as well as coaching from professionals in each competition category. The ACT-SO
competition categories include: STEM, Humanities, Performing Arts, Culinary Arts, Visual Arts
and Business. Students will practice life-long skills for success including: goal setting, problem
solving, creative thinking, teamwork, communication and leadership. Students will develop
projects and/or performances for the local and national competitions. This class offers
opportunities for students to connect their learning to the world outside of the classroom and
impact the Fairfield community through service-learning and mentoring of younger peers.
Journalism
Grades: 10-12 Credits: 1
2 Semester (Full Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
First year Journalism students will learn about the major functions of producing a multimedia
product to be published for our school and community members. Students will practice in issueoriented reporting, feature, sports, and opinion writing as well as learn about topics such as
advertising design, photography, video work, research, and interviewing. Skills will be applied
via the various outputs their work will be published.
Public Speaking and Debate
Grades: 10-12 Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $3.00
Prerequisite: None
The development of a student’s confidence and proficiency in oral communication is the basis for
study. Gathering and analyzing information and clearly expressing ideas in a speech format are
the main objectives. The course work will cover the communication process, researching and
organizing speech content, using effective language.
AP English 11: Language and Composition
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $33.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
Students in this Advanced Placement course read and carefully analyze a broad and challenging
range of nonfiction prose selections, deepening their awareness of rhetoric and the complexities of
composition. Through close reading and frequent writing, students develop their ability to work
with language and text with a greater awareness of purpose and strategy, while strengthening their
own composing abilities. Course readings feature expository, analytical, personal, and
argumentative texts from a variety of authors and historical contexts. Students examine and work
with essays, letters, speeches, images, and imaginative literature. Students frequently confer about
their writing with their instructor and peers. Students prepare for the English Language and
Composition AP Exam and may be granted advanced placement, college credit, or both. Texts may
include: Brave New World, Old Man and the Sea, Travels with Charley, Malcolm X, 1984. A
required summer reading/writing assignment must be submitted on the first day of class.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.
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Pre-CCPlus English 11: American
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Literature, Informational Text, and Writing
Grades: 11
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $33.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This honors course is for the advanced college-bound student preparing for the Advanced
Placement twelfth grade course or the CCPlus college-level writing course offered in the twelfth
grade. The readings studied will consist of all genres from American and sometimes British
authors from the 18th century revolutionaries up to contemporary times. The course will balance
literature, nonfiction, speaking, listening, and writing as prescribed by the Ohio Learning
Standards for English Language Arts. Emphasis in this course is placed on the student
responsibility for learning. Texts may include: Travels with Charlie, 1984, Brave New World,
and Old Man and the Sea. A required summer reading/writing assignment must be submitted
on the first day of class.
CCR English 11
Grades: 11
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $19.00
Prerequisite: None
This college and career readiness course is designed to adhere to the Ohio Learning Standards for
English Language Arts. The readings studied will consist of all genres from American and
sometimes British authors from the 18th Century revolutionaries up to contemporary times. The
course will balance literature, nonfiction, speaking, listening, and writing.
AP English 12: Literature and Composition
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $33.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This Advanced Placement course is the culminating course in the English department’s AP
Program. This class provides students with opportunities to carefully and critically read literature
from various genres and time periods in order to analyze and evaluate not only a writer’s style,
but how writers develop meaning and portray the significant issues of their time. Past multiple
choice and essay AP exams are utilized throughout the course for student practice and instruction.
The course texts include: Death of a Salesman, The Sun Also Rises, Their Eyes Were Watching
God, Moby Dick, Othello, an independent novel, and a variety of poems and short stories. This
course prepares students to take the AP Exam in May, which may earn them college credit. A
required summer reading/writing assignment must be submitted on the first day of class.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

AS English Composition/Literature
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
(ENG 101/103)
Grades: 12
Credits: 2
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $30.00
Prerequisite: Students must obtain college readiness score in the subject area.
An introduction to college writing focusing on understanding the writing process. Topics
included in ENG 101: Identifying audiences; developing a strong thesis; providing sufficient
evidence for claims; and writing essays with grammatical, mechanical, and stylistic correctness.
Topics included in ENG 103: Critical reading, argumentation, the research process and the
research paper; and reading, synthesizing, and responding critically to literature.
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CCR English 12: 20th Century Literary War Experiences and Literary Sketches of the
American West
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: None
This class focuses on literature that explores America’s role and involvement in the various wars
of the 20th century as well as the country’s role in westward expansion in the 19th century.
Several literary genres will be considered, though the study of novels will be the primary
approach. Thematic issues such as innocence vs. experience, the role of realism, Western
stereotypes, and the veteran’s readjustment back into society will be explored. Student-generated
responses through projects, essays, and presentations will be required. It should be noted that this
class is reading-intensive. Major works include The Things They Carried, Hombre, Lone Ranger
and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, Valdez is Coming, After the First Death, and In Country.
CCR English 12: American Language and Futuristic Literature
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $20.00
Prerequisite: None
This class will expound upon the elements of both American and world literature. The course will
focus on the history of the English language and its possible future as seen through the eyes of the
world’s greatest science fiction writers: Heinlein (USA), Asimov (Russia), Verne (France), Wells
(England), and Bradbury (USA). Besides touching upon the genre of literature as seen in film, the
course will contain extensive preparation for post high school writing. Major works studied can
include Starship Troopers, I, Robot, Around the World in 80 Days, Jurassic Park, Fahrenheit
451, and Time Machine. Other possibilities are Brave New World and Dracula.
CCR English 12: Classical Literature in the Contemporary American World
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $13.00
Prerequisite: None
This class begins with ancient Babylonian/Sumerian mythology and moves throughout the world
looking at different types of stories including creation and hero myths. The class then looks at
Greek and Roman mythology, focusing on heroes, tragic plays, and romances. Finally the class
reads portions of the Tanak and the New Testament looking at different types of literature. The
final aspect of the class will be to read a modern novel to compare and contrast to the ancient
pieces or a classical piece comparing it to the modern world. Major works will include Dante’s
Inferno, The Bible, World Mythologies, and Mythology.
CCR English 12: Contemporary (20th Century/21st Century) Literature
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $21.00
Prerequisite: None
This class focuses on modern works of literature emerging from current authors. This class will
study an array of genres and literary structures including novels, short stories, and biographies.
All aspects of the literature will be discussed and analyzed. Students will be required to respond
to the works through written, oral, and visual activities and/or projects. A student in this class
should expect significant daily reading and writing assignments. Major works may include Speak,
The Kite Runner, The Road, Tuesdays with Morrie, A Lesson Before Dying, and Their Eyes Were
Watching God.
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CCR English 12: Culturally Diverse Literature In the Modern Era
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $20.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will explore culturally diverse literature from various time periods and literary genres
including biographies, novels, short stories and poems. Students will analyze and evaluate
thematic issues such as racism, illiteracy, genocide, hunger, tyranny, and slavery in order to
develop a broader understanding of diversity that considers socioeconomic status, physical and
mental disabilities, gender roles and identification, language variations and religious beliefs.
Students will respond to the works through written, oral, and visual activities and/or projects.
This class offers opportunities for students to connect their learning to the world outside of the
classroom and impact the Fairfield community through service-learning. Major works may
include A Lesson Before Dying, A Thousand Splendid Suns, A Long Way Gone, The Help, I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings, House on Mango Street, I Am Malala, and The Pact.
CCR English 12: English for a 21st Century World
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
This class will assist seniors intending to move into the work force or to enroll in a tech school, a
vocational school, or a two-year junior college that focuses on specified academics. Along with
following the Ohio Learning Standards for English Language Arts, the class will combine
practical reading and writing skills with multiple field experiences in the Fairfield community.
CCR English 12: Script Analysis for Production
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will cover and analyze American theater and playwrights. This offering will explore a
plethora of dramatic literature, writing styles, and genres. From comedy and tragedy to “oneacts” and plays written for children’s discovery, students will survey each area and discover the
techniques and purpose for the different varieties of dramatic literature.
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Family and Consumer Sciences
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Life & Cooking: Hospitality Fundamentals
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semester (One Year)
Level: N/A
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
This course is open to freshmen who are interested in further exploration of the needed essential
skills that will be utilized for a lifetime. In the "cooking" unit students will study kitchen safety &
sanitation skills and then practice during foods labs. Students’ cooking skills will be highlighted
through a variety of food competitions. Positive social skills, productive communication,
employability, career pathways, problem solving, effective budgeting, as well as travel &
tourism, will be explored in the "life" unit. This practical hands-on course would be of interest
and benefit to all students.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Pathways: Career & College Readiness
*Fulfills Pathways graduation requirement
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
What’s your next step after high school? Explore career and education opportunities that reflect
your interests, personality and abilities. Develop and practice leadership, team building and
communication skills. Learn workplace-appropriate Netiquette, communication skills and
business dining etiquette. Entrepreneurship, personal financial wellness and consumer protection
issues are topics of the course. Students will have the opportunity to be involved in Family,
Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state and national organization.
Leadership and Community Engagement
*Fulfills Pathways graduation requirement
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Successful athletes, powerful entrepreneur, and highly effective community members and citizens
- what do they have in common? They must have strong leadership skills to achieve success.
Learn the leadership skills that will be important to your future—regardless of career goals. This
class teaches the “soft skills” identified as crucial for success, including vision and values;
problem solving and creative thinking; goal setting and motivation; relationships and teamwork;
communication and impact on you and your community. The class emphasizes small group work
and hands-on experiences through service learning experiences. Students will be required to
complete 50 service learning hours. Students will have the opportunity to be involved in Family,
Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state and national organization.
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Child Development
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Students will study the process of human development from conception through preschool age as
determined by a variety of factors. Learn the stages of pregnancy and childbirth, milestones of
healthy child development, characteristics of strong families and supportive parenting, and much
more! Additional topics include childhood diseases, immunizations, theories of development, and
evaluating childcare services. Students will have the opportunity to be involved in Family, Career
and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state and national organization.
Contemporary Cuisine
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Pizza, wings, fries, chicken fettucine alfredo, omelets, quesadillas, and more! Students will
prepare appetizers, entrees, soups, sandwiches, and beverages. They will examine cooking
principles and methods, with an emphasis on culinary trends, flavor combinations, and plate
presentations. They will research and develop marketable new recipes, and plan and design
menus for regional and international meals. During this year long course, students will have the
opportunity to be involved in Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state
and national organization.
Baking and Pastry Arts
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Breads, cupcakes, pies, cookies, chocolate, and more! Students in this course can learn about the
food science behind baking to prepare a variety of desserts, pastries, and baked goods as well as
use specialized decorating and presentation techniques to garnish their food products. In this
course students will select quality ingredients, determine cost of food, and develop marketable
new recipes and food concepts. During this year long course students will have the opportunity to
be involved in Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state and national
organization.
Fashion and Interior Design
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
In this introductory design course, students will examine principles and elements of design.
Topics will include various aspects and career opportunities available in the field of fashion,
textiles and design. There is also an emphasis on the selection and organization of furnishings,
floors, and wall coverings in living spaces. Students will have the opportunity to be involved in
Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state and national organization.
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Human Growth & Development
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Students will examine an overview of human growth and development during all stages of life.
Physical, cognitive, social, and emotional developmental milestones will be emphasized.
Additional topics covered are human characteristics, genetic defects, parenting styles and
responsibilities and cultural differences within a family unit and community. Students will have
the opportunity to be involved in Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA)
state and national organization.
Your Life, Your Money (Consumer Economics)
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
Practical money management is a skill that will last a lifetime. Students will study practical
decision-making tools to help you reach financial goals, managing income and expenses,
banking, wise use of credit, shopping strategies and financial career options. Additional topics
include consumer behaviors and public policy. Students will have the opportunity to be involved
in Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) state and national organization.
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Fine Arts
Drama/Theatre
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Introduction to Acting/Acting Technique
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
This course provides a hands-on introduction to, as well as a comprehensive look at, the many
elements of theatre arts including set design, acting, play production, script analysis, auditions,
vocal presentations, technical theatre, and improvisation. The students should be prepared to
express themselves in a critical and creative manner through written response and verbal
presentation. Students must come with a willingness to work with others, a realization that group
projects will be the norm, and an understanding that attendance in a performance class is vital.
Advanced Theater
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Acting or Theater Experience
This course would focus on production of plays as well as set and lighting design for the theater.
Students will learn to apply the complicated vocabulary of technical theater. They will learn the
various jobs available backstage and their responsibilities.
Production and Set Design
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the art and technique of designing both lights and sets for a stage production.
Students will learn to apply the complicated vocabulary of technical theater. They will learn the
various jobs available and techniques needed to design and analyze production and lighting
effects.
Screen Writing
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $0.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn about the elements of dramatic story telling. Students will write one or more
acts of a television show built around an interesting theme that incorporates rising action.
Students will present a final, creative script.
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Music
***NOTE: An assessment fee of $100.00 per year will be required for the use of each school owned
instrument. Should the student choose to play an instrument that is supplied by the school, the parents
and student will be asked to sign a contract of responsibility for that instrument each year.
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Freshman Band
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Audition or successful completion of 8th grade band
Students in the Freshman Band participate in concert band and are also given a choice of
performing in the FFS Jazz Ensemble or the FFS Symphonic Winds. The main focus of the class
is concert band, where students continue to develop their performance skills and knowledge of
the elements of music. The concentration of study is on standard band repertoire. FFS Jazz
Ensemble performs music from the jazz idiom. FFS Symphonic Winds performs popular and
show music. This class requires students to attend evening concerts which are performed both at
the High School Performing Arts Center and the Freshman Auditorium.
Freshman Choir
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Vocal Placement with Director (Unless been in a previous choir with director)
Freshman Choir meets daily through the school year to refine vocal technique, sight-reading
skills, essential musicianship, and the performance of a varied repertoire of music. One concert is
performed every nine weeks with opportunities for solos and small ensembles. Other
opportunities like OMEA (Ohio Music Education Association), Solo & Ensemble, and Concert
Choir Competitions may also be a part of the group's schedule. Students are required to wear a
concert choir uniform for concerts that they will rent for the year.
Freshman Orchestra
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Must have 8th grade orchestra experience or director permission
Freshman Orchestra is open to any string orchestra student who has performed in the 6th, 7th and
8th grade orchestras previously (or has prior experience equal to that level of performing group).
The group consists of violin, viola, cello, and bass students who want to pursue building their
string orchestra skills and fundamentals to a higher level by playing with more advanced concepts
e.g. vibrato, positions, bowing styles, etc. The group regularly performs five times per year at the
fall, holiday, winter, and spring concerts as well as the OMEA State Orchestra Contest and the
FCSD Arts Fair in May.
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FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Mixed Choir
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Vocal Placement with Director (Unless been in a previous choir with director)
Mixed Choir is for students who are new to choir and are interested in learning the basics of
choral singing. Mixed Choir meets daily through the school year to learn vocal technique, sightreading skills, essential musicianship and the performance of a varied repertoire of music. One
concert is performed every nine weeks with opportunities for solos and small ensembles. Students
are required to wear a concert choir uniform for concerts that they will rent for the year.
Symphonic Choir
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Vocal Audition
Symphonic Choir is an advanced mixed concert choir that meets daily through the school year to
refine vocal technique, sight-reading skills, essential musicianship, and the performance of a
varied repertoire of music. Students must complete a successful vocal audition during the spring
of the previous school year. One concert is performed every nine weeks with opportunities for
solos and small ensembles. Other opportunities like OMEA (Ohio Music Education Association),
Solo & Ensemble and Concert Choir Competitions may also be a part of the group's schedule.
Students are required to wear a concert choir uniform for concerts that they will rent for the year.
Pure Elegance
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $0.00
Prerequisite: Vocal and Dance Audition
Pure Elegance is an advanced show choir and advanced concert choir who function as ambassadors
for the Fairfield City School District. Students must complete a successful vocal and dance audition
during the spring of the previous school year. Auditions are open to the females in the student body,
although preference is given to upperclassmen and those active within the music department. This
group has fees that pay for a variety of things during the year including costumes, camps, travel,
and more. Other opportunities like OMEA (Ohio Music Education Association), Solo & Ensemble
and Concert Choir Competitions may also be a part of the group's schedule. Students are required to
wear a concert choir uniform for concerts that they will rent for the year.
Choraliers *
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: Vocal and Dance Audition
Choraliers is an advanced show choir and advanced concert choir who function as ambassadors for
the Fairfield City School District. Students must complete a successful vocal and dance audition
during the spring of the previous school year. Auditions are open to the entire student body,
although preference is given to upperclassmen and those active within the music department. This
group has fees that pay for a variety of things during the year including costumes, camps, travel and
more. Other opportunities like OMEA (Ohio Music Education Association), Solo & Ensemble, and
Concert Choir Competitions may also be a part of the group's schedule. Students are required to
wear a concert choir uniform for concerts that they will rent for the year.
* Juniors and seniors will be able to earn a weighted grade by completing additional Honors credit requirements in
addition to regular class requirements.
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AP Music Theory
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $75.00
Prerequisite: None
AP Music Theory is an advanced course that introduces the fundamentals of music, such as
rhythm and meter, major and minor scales, intervals, chords and ear training. Emphasis is placed
on the study of tonal harmony, rules for chord progressions, and four-part writing. Students will
engage in the study of composition, analysis and aural comprehension. The class is open to
students in grades 10-12. Any student considering career in music should register for theory to
prepare for college entrance exams. This course will prepare students to take the national AP
exam in Music Theory. Students should have a musical background to enroll in the course.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

Music Appreciation
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $0
Prerequisite: None
This college-preparatory course will provide a general overview of the mechanics of music and
music history. No prior music training is required for the course, just an interest in music.
Wind Ensemble *
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Audition
The Wind Ensemble is an instrumental performing co-curricular ensemble dedicated to the
further development of advanced musical skills. Music selected for rehearsal and performance
represents a wide variety of musical styles as well as cultural and historical backgrounds chosen
from the advanced repertoire of wind literature, which further provides for the development of
musical knowledge, individual and technical skills. As the premier ensemble in the band
department, membership in the class is limited to traditional wind ensemble instrumentation.
Students are expected to prepare their individual parts for the daily class rehearsal through
outside practice. Seniors will be expected to assume leadership positions and responsibilities
during the year. Private instrument study is strongly suggested and encouraged.
* Juniors and seniors will be able to earn a weighted grade by completing additional Honors credit requirements in
addition to regular class requirements.

Chamber Winds
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
th
Prerequisite: Must have 9 grade band experience or director permission
Chamber Winds is a co-curricular instrumental performing ensemble dedicated to the
development of musicianship through repertoire. Emphasis within rehearsal is placed on the
reinforcement of musical skills introduced earlier at the beginning and intermediated levels of
study. Rehearsals may also include individual instruction, sectionals and small ensembles. Music
selected for rehearsal and performance represents a wide variety of musical styles plus cultural
and historical backgrounds, further providing development of musical knowledge as well as
individual and ensemble technical skills. Private instrument study is strongly encouraged.
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Concert Winds
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Must have 9th grade band experience or director permission
Concert Winds is a co-curricular instrumental performing ensemble dedicated to the development
of musicianship through repertoire. Emphasis within rehearsal is placed on the reinforcement of
musical skills introduced earlier at the beginning and intermediated levels of study. Rehearsals
may also include individual instruction, sectionals and small ensembles. Music selected for
rehearsal and performance represents a wide variety of musical styles plus cultural and historical
backgrounds, further providing development of musical knowledge as well as individual and
ensemble technical skills. Private instrument study is strongly encouraged.
Jazz Ensemble
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $0
Prerequisite: Audition; must be a member of Wind Ensemble, Concert Winds or Chamber Winds
The Jazz Ensemble is a co-curricular course with membership through audition. Instrumentation
for the ensemble is at the discretion of the director. Normal instrumentation would include five
saxophones, five trombones, five trumpets, piano, drums, bass and rhythm guitar. Audition dates
are announced by the director each year. All members of the Jazz Ensemble must be members of
Wind Ensemble, Concert Winds or Chamber Winds. Past and present jazz literature and styles are
performed by the ensemble. Private instrument study is strongly suggested/encouraged.
Chamber Orchestra *
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Audition
The Chamber Orchestra is a top performance group that is open to serious high school string
orchestra students by audition only. The group meets daily and prepares a wide variety of music
from the classical historical periods as well as contemporary genres. This course focuses on the
development of advanced string skills through the performance of standard string orchestra
repertoire (Contest list "A" Level). Students are expected to prepare their individual parts for the
daily class rehearsal through outside practice of at least five hours each week. A full-year's
scheduling commitment is required for participation in this string orchestra. The Chamber and
Symphony Orchestra's perform at many concerts during the year, and the string group competes
as the A level at the OMEA State Orchestra Contest. Private instrument study is strongly
suggested before becoming a member of the Chamber Orchestra.
* Juniors and seniors will be able to earn a weighted grade by completing additional Honors credit requirements in
addition to regular class requirements.

Concert Orchestra
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
The FHS Concert Orchestra is a performing string orchestra that meets daily throughout the full
school year. The group plays a wide variety of music from all the major music periods (Contest
list "B" level) as well as contemporary popular music is instrumentation permits. The group
competes at the B contest level. Students will be expected to prepare individual parts outside of
their regular Concert Orchestra class at least 203 hours per week in home practice. (Students are
encouraged to pursue individual private instruction on their instrument to participate in Concert
Orchestra, but private instruction is not required).
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Visual Art
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Introduction to Art
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $65.00
Prerequisite: None
A prerequisite to any advanced art course, this class teaches students the elements and principles
of art through a variety of projects. The course covers 2-dimensional art such as drawing and
painting and 3-dimensional art such as ceramics and sculpture. Work in aesthetics, art history,
and art criticism is included; but studio experience is stressed. Evaluation includes art work,
written material, oral presentation, tests, exams, and homework.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Introduction to Commercial Art (Visual Arts Primer)
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $55.00
Prerequisite: None
A class for sophomores who are interested in the commercial arts/graphic design field, this
project-based course is grounded on how commercial art affects everyday life and is focused on
learning the principles and elements of design. Some of the projects include .gif animation, logo
design, digital photography, Photoshop, and basic drawing tutorials. This class is highly
recommended for sophomores who wish to pursue the two-year Commercial Arts Program
offered at the D. Russel Lee Career-Technology Center of Butler Tech. This class also works as a
prerequisite for students who wish to pursue higher level art classes at FHS.
Introduction to Art
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $65.00
Prerequisite: None
A prerequisite to any advanced art course, this class teaches students the elements and principles
of art through a variety of projects. The course covers 2-dimensional art, such as drawing and
painting, and 3-dimensional art, such as ceramics and sculpture. Work in aesthetics, art history,
and art criticism is included; but studio experience is stressed. Evaluation includes art work,
written material, oral presentation, tests, exams, and homework.
Ceramics Studio
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $70.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Art or Introduction to Commercial Art
This course is designed as an introduction to techniques of hand building. Emphasis is placed on
design and craftsmanship. Students as they advance will explore a variety of different design
techniques, glazing methods, and surface decorations including an introduction to work on the
potter’s wheel.
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Drawing
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $65.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Art or Introduction to Commercial Art
This class covers drawing in perspective, figure study, portraiture, cartooning, and caricatures
created through the use of charcoal, pen and ink, pencil, markers, and pastels. The objective is to
develop strong drawing skills and the use of materials related to fine and commercial art.
Drawing class serves as background for painting and design classes.
AP Studio Art: Drawing
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $70.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Art or Introduction to Commercial Art, Teacher Recommendation
This Advanced Placement course is designed for serious senior art students who plan to pursue a
visual arts career and wish to continue developing an extensive portfolio for college review,
application, and scholarship. Students enrolled in this course also have the opportunity to apply
for college credit through the College Board Portfolio Review. Potential students must show
proof of talent and motivation and may only enroll in this course through recommendation of the
instructor. Students enrolled in this course will be required to develop and complete both breadth
(in class) and concentration (homework) pieces in order to successfully complete this course.
Therefore, motivation to develop and complete work at home is necessary and required.
Emphasis in this course is placed on building a drawing portfolio that reflects the student’s
knowledge of art history, aesthetics, criticism, technology, and society/culture.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
scores. Students submit portfolios to the AP College Board for evaluation at the end of the school year.

Painting
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $70.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Art or Introduction to Commercial Art
This is a course where emphasis will be placed on developing skills and techniques in the use of
water colors and oil paints. A variety of subject matter will be explored, along with art history
and criticism. Students are required to purchase some additional outside materials.
Photography
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $40.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Art or Introduction to Commercial Art
The Photography class is based on the traditional 35mm camera experience. In addition, digital
photography will be introduced. Using their own 35mm camera, students will be encouraged to
capture unique and compelling personal images as they shoot their homework assignments. They
will process their film and print enlargements in the darkroom. Students will learn to critique and
appreciate the aesthetics of photography as an art form while they study the history of
photography, gain experience with digital imaging, and review the elements and principles of
design. Above all, students will strive to problem solve and work independently as they explore
their artistic vision through the medium of photography. *Students must have a 35mm camera
in order to participate in this class and will purchase their own rolls of film.
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Publication Design (Yearbook)
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $0
Prerequisite: Application process, Teacher Recommendation
This course enables students to construct the yearbook using computer layout, copy writing, and
photo journalism. Selection of students for this course is made just before scheduling through an
application process. Special talents in photography, drawing, computers, and writing are taken
into consideration. The majority of student selection is based on attendance records, grades, and
extracurricular activities. The class may extend 2-3 weeks past the end of the school year into
June. *This class does not meet the Fine Arts graduation requirement.
Sculpture
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $70.00
Prerequisite: Introduction to Art or Introduction to Commercial Art
Students will be introduced to sculpture through different media. Opportunities in materials such
as clay, wood, wire, and plaster will be offered. The human form will be studied, as well as the
natural world and abstract art forms.
Cartooning and Narrative Drawing
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semesters (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
This basic hand-drawn drawing course will teach some of the skill necessary to create cartoon
and comic images. Students will learn to gesture draw characters and how to tell a story through
characters. We will look at comic strips, comic books, political cartoons and more as inspiration.
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Health and Physical Education
EXCUSAL FROM HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT
Students in the Fairfield City School District in grades 9, 10, and 11 who successfully complete two
full seasons of interscholastic athletics, marching band, or cheerleading may be excused from the
high school physical education requirement. The “two-full-seasons” requirement may be completed
within a single school year. The “two-full-seasons” requirement must be completed by the end of the
student’s junior year to eliminate the possibility of seniors being caught in a position of lacking
physical education requirements and failing to graduate.
Under the ORC, the board of education may NOT provide for partial completion of the high school
physical education requirement. The one-half-unit requirement cannot be partially exempted. For
example, it is not possible to combine a one-fourth credit of physical education with one successful
season to meet the physical education requirement.
Those students excused from the high school physical education requirement are required to complete
one-half unit, consisting of at least 60 hours of instruction, in another course of study, as determined
by the student.
Those students excused from the high school physical education requirement are still required to earn
20.5 credits for graduation from the Fairfield City School District.
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Physical Education
Grades: 9
Credits: 0.25
1 Semester (Half Year) NCAA: No
Fees: $3.00
Prerequisite: None
The health and physical education curriculum being offered is for the purpose of fulfilling state
requirements, as well as for personal enrichment. Students are required to take one-half unit of
health courses and one-half unit of physical education courses. Summer school Physical
Education may be substituted for the regular P.E. courses. Activities include low organizational
games, fitness testing, aerobics, running, weight training, flag football, soccer, volleyball,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), golf, and bowling.
Health
Grades: 9
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Standards:
 Growth and Development
 Social and Emotional Health
 Disease Prevention and Management
 Safety
 Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other Drugs
Students in this health class, by focusing on the standards listed above, will address topics related
to Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs); the reproductive process; pregnancy and childbirth;
issues in sexuality such as birth control, violence, and abortion; and issues related to marriage and
family. The class will address these issues through multiple methods including, but not limited to,
gaining exposure to a variety of speakers and discussion forums among peers.
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FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Physical Education
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.25
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $3.00
Prerequisite: None
The health and physical education curriculum being offered is for the purpose of fulfilling state
requirements, as well as for personal enrichment. Students are required to take one-half unit of
health courses and one-half unit of physical education courses. Summer school Physical
Education may be substituted for the regular P.E. courses. Activities include low organizational
games, fitness testing, aerobics, running, weight training, flag football, soccer, volleyball,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), golf, and bowling.
Health and Sexuality
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Standards:
 Growth and Development
 Social and Emotional Health
 Disease Prevention and Management
 Safety
Students in this health class, by focusing on the standards listed above, will address topics related
to Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs); the reproductive process; pregnancy and childbirth;
issues in sexuality such as birth control, violence and abortion; and issues related to marriage and
family. The class will address these issues through multiple methods including, but not limited to,
gaining exposure to a variety of speakers and discussion forums among peers.
Strength Training/Weight Lifting
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year) NCAA: No
Fees: $ 6.00
Prerequisite: None
This course focuses on the student who wants to improve his/her personal fitness level. Students
will utilize free weights, machines, strength bands and body weight resistance exercises for
development of muscular strength. A female only course is offered as well. This elective course
can be taken for the second of the required PE courses.
Introduction to Sports Medicine
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year) NCAA: No
Fees: $ 6.00
Prerequisite: None
This course is designed to give students an overview of the sports medicine field and knowledge
on prevention, recognition, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries. Students will learn basic First
Aid, CPR and AED care, along with basic anatomy and physiology of the human body.
Sports and Entertainment Management
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year) NCAA: No
Fees: $ 6.00
Prerequisite: None
Gain knowledge in one of the most rapidly expanding fields of management and marketing in
today’s job market. The general principles of management and marketing will be presented in
connection with the popular fields of the sports and entertainment industry.
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Information Technology
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Information Technology
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
Level: N/A
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
This first course in the IT career field is designed to provide students with a working knowledge
of computer concepts and essential skills necessary for work and communication in today's
society. Students will learn safety, security, and ethical issues in computing and social
networking. Students will also learn about input/output systems, computer hardware and
operating systems, and office applications. This class is highly recommended for sophomores
who wish to pursue the two-year Information Technology program offered at the D. Russel Lee
Career-Technology Center of Butler Tech.
Evolution of Games
Grades: 9
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will identify how games reflect a culture’s political and social structure. Students will
learn about games and their rules by building game prototypes and playtesting the games.
Students will create their own original game prototype.
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Evolution of Games
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will identify how games reflect a culture’s political and social structure. Students will
learn about games and their rules by building game prototypes and playtesting the games.
Students will create their own original game prototype.
Information Technology
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
This first course in the IT career field is designed to provide students with a working knowledge
of computer concepts and essential skills necessary for work and communication in today's
society. Students will learn safety, security, and ethical issues in computing and social
networking. Students will also learn about input/output systems, computer hardware and
operating systems, and office applications. This class is highly recommended for sophomores
who wish to pursue the two-year Information Technology program offered at the D. Russel Lee
Career-Technology Center of Butler Tech.
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Programming
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
In this course, students will learn the basics of building simple interactive applications for
computer programming. Students will learn the basic units of logic: sequence, selection, and loop.
Students will apply algorithmic solutions to problem-domain scenarios. Students will gain
experience in using commercial and open source languages, programs, and applications.
Web Design
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: NO Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the dynamics of the Web environment while pursuing an in-depth study of
both Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). Web based
protocols such as FTP, TCP/IP, and HTTP will be addressed. Students will create a website with
tag text elements, special characters, lines, graphics, hypertext links, and graphical tables.
Game Design
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will prepare students to design and program games using commercial and open
source programs and applications. Students will learn industry standard programming language
constructs to write programs that integrate classes, class methods, and class instances. Students
will learn input method handling, animation, collision detection, game physics and basic
artificial intelligence.
Computer and Mobile Apps
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn to create applications for mobile devices using a variety of commercial and
open source software. They will install these applications, modify them and develop customer
service skills to handle user issues. Knowledge and skills related to customer service in
professional offices, small businesses, departments, work groups and corporate information
services will be addressed.
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Math
FCSD Graduation Requirement – 4 credits (Required: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and an
additional fourth year math course)
Recommended Curriculum for College Bound Students – 4 credits
State of Ohio Diploma with Honors – 4 credits (Including Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and
another higher level course or a four-year sequence that contains equivalent content)

More information regarding specific courses can be found on the following pages.
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FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Advanced Geometry
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes Fees: $10.00
Prerequisite: Advanced Algebra I
Advanced Geometry will prepare students for Advanced Algebra II. This course is the second
course in the Ohio Learning Standards that utilizes real-world situations, models, and technology
to foster connections among algebra and geometry applications. The course provides students
with the opportunity to develop concepts from multiple perspectives. Geometry teaches
congruence, similarity, right triangles, trigonometry, circles, expressing geometric properties with
equations, geometric measurement and dimension, and modeling with geometry to further student
understanding of mathematical concepts. The Mathematical Practice Standards apply throughout
the series of courses and, together with the content standards, prescribe that students experience
mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make
sense of problem situations. Geometry may be taken only upon successful completion of Algebra
I. A graphing or scientific calculator is required.
CCR Algebra I
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes Fees: $10.00
Prerequisite: None
This course is the first course in the Ohio Learning standards, and the fundamental purpose of this
CCR is to formalize and extend the mathematics that students learned in middle grades. The class
curriculum deepens and extends understanding of linear and exponential relationships by
contrasting them with each other and by applying linear models to data that exhibit a linear trend,
and students engage in methods for analyzing, solving, and using quadratic functions, polynomial
expressions, systems, and real world problems. Integrated throughout will be problem solving,
statistics, and probability. A graphing or scientific calculator is required.
Freshman Math
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $4.00
Prerequisite: Counselor Recommendation
This course is designed to be taken in conjunction with Algebra I. The purpose of this class is to
provide additional time and support for students in Algebra I so that they will be able to
successfully demonstrate the skills and knowledge correlated with concepts such as number and
quantity, algebra, functions, geometry, modeling, and probability/statistics. In addition,
intervention will be provided on pre-algebra topics to supplement needed support skills related to
the high level of rigor required in Algebra I. A scientific or graphing calculator is strongly
recommended for this course.
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FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Advanced/AS Algebra II (MAT 151)
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $10.00
Prerequisite: Geometry
Students will deeply explore and justify mathematical concepts and claims in linear, exponential,
power, polynomial, and rational functions. Students will fully investigate complex numbers and
their relation to polynomials, investigate patterns in polynomial expansion and factorization, and
generalize transformations of functions of different types. All students who will be taking this
course will be assigned mandatory summer work reviewing last year’s course that will be
submitted on the first day of class. Ownership and use of a graphing calculator is expected (TI83, TI-84 or equivalent).
CCR Geometry
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $10.00
Prerequisite: CCR Algebra I
This course is the second of three courses in the Common Core Standards that utilizes real-world
situations, models, and technology to foster connections among algebra, geometry, and statistics
applications. The course provides students with the opportunity to develop concepts from
multiple perspectives. The critical areas in this course deepen and extend understanding of
functions to include quadratic relationships, comparing new knowledge to previous knowledge of
linear and exponential relationships. Geometry teaches trigonometric properties, quadratic
functions, imaginary numbers, and circle concepts to further student understanding of
mathematical concepts. The Mathematical Practice Standards apply throughout the series of
courses and, together with the content standards, prescribe that students experience mathematics
as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make sense of problem
situations. A graphing calculator, preferably a TI-84 or similar model, is required.
Advanced/AS Pre-Calculus (MAT 152)
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $18.00
Prerequisite: For College Credit is MAT 151 or appropriate placement test
A course on concepts and applications of Algebra and pre-calculus. Topics include: review of
linear, exponential, power, polynomial, and rational functions; trigonometric functions;
trigonometry; vectors; complex numbers; and parametric equations. Students need a graphing
calculator. All students who will be taking this course will be assigned mandatory summer work
reviewing last year’s course. This work will be collected and graded at the beginning of the
school year. Ownership and use of a graphing calculator is expected (TI-83, TI-84 or equivalent).
CCR/AS College Algebra (MAT 151)
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (1 Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $20.00
Prerequisite: Geometry
A course on concepts and applications of Algebra and pre-calculus. Topics include: review of
linear, exponential, power, polynomial, and rational functions; trigonometric functions;
trigonometry; vectors; and complex numbers. Ownership and use of a graphing calculator is
expected (TI-83, TI-84 or equivalent).
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CCR Algebra II
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $10.00
Prerequisite: Geometry
This course is the third course in the Ohio Learning standards, and the fundamental purpose of
this CCR course is to build on previous work with linear, quadratic, and exponential functions.
Students extend their repertoire of functions to include polynomial, rational, and radical
functions. Students work closely with the expressions that define the functions, and continue to
expand and hone their abilities to model situations and to solve equations, including solving
quadratic equations over the set of complex numbers and solving exponential equations using the
properties of logarithms. A graphing or scientific calculator is required.
AP Calculus BC*
Weighted class: 0.06 added to GPA
Grades: 12
Credits: 2
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $14.00
Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus, Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This two-period Advanced Placement class is a broader course of AP Calculus AB. Students will
prepare for the national AP exam but will not be required to take it. The student will study the
concepts of limits, the derivative and its rules as applied to various polynomial and trigonometric
functions, velocity, the chain rule, implicit differentiation, and Newton’s method. The derivative
will be used to determine extreme values of functions, curve sketching, and related rates. The
student will study the anti-derivative; the definite integral; area problems; applications of the
definite integral in calculating volumes, arc length and surface area; distance and velocity; and
work. Also to be studied are logarithmic functions, exponential functions, the inverse
trigonometric functions, vector-valued functions, and functions given in parametric or polar form.
The theory of infinite series will be introduced, as well as Taylor polynomials and power series.
A College Board-approved graphing calculator is required.
*Since the curriculum in AP Calculus AB is embedded throughout AP Calculus BC, students are
not permitted to take both AP classes for credit.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

AP Calculus AB *
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $14.00
Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus, Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
In this Advanced Placement course, students will work towards the national AP exam but will not
be required to take it. Topics covered will include the derivative and its rules applied to various
functions. Applications will include extreme values, rates-of-change, and curve sketching. The
student will study the anti-derivative, the definite integral, and area problems. Applications will
include differential equations, volume, arc length/surface area, distance, velocity, and work. A
College Board-approved graphing calculator is required.
*Since the curriculum in AP Calculus-AB is embedded throughout AP Calculus BC, students are
not permitted to take both AP classes for credit.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.
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AP Statistics
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters ( 1Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $14.00
Prerequisite: Students must obtain college readiness score in the subject area.
The purpose of the AP course in statistics is to introduce students to the major concepts and tools
for collecting, analyzing and drawing conclusions from data. Students are exposed to four broad
conceptual themes:
1. Exploring Data: Describing patterns and departures from patterns
2. Sampling and Experimentation: Planning and conducting a study
3. Anticipating Patterns: Exploring random phenomena using probability and simulation
4. Statistical Inference: Estimating population parameters and testing hypotheses
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

Calculus/AS Calculus (MAT 251)
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters ( 1Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $20.00
Prerequisite: Students must obtain college readiness score in the subject area.
A course on concepts and applications of calculus. Topics include: the library of functions,
analysis of functions with limits, the derivative and the derivative function, interpretations of the
derivative, rules of differentiation, and introduction to integral calculus. Ownership and use of a
graphing calculator is expected (TI-83, TI-84 or equivalent).
Financial Algebra
Grades: 12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (1 Year)
NCAA: No
Fees: $17.50
Prerequisite: Algebra II
This course is an algebra based, applications oriented, technology-dependent course that is a
hybrid of advanced algebra, pre-calculus, and statistics and is based on Ohio’s New Learning
Standards. It builds on the foundation of algebra and focuses on the mathematics of the stock
market, modeling business, banking services, consumer credit, property ownership, employment,
income taxes, independent living, retirement and budgeting. It reviews and strengthens algebra
mechanics and problem solving skills through application based problems based on real life
scenarios.
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Science
FCSD Graduation Requirement – 3 credits (Physical Science, Biology, and one additional credit
of advanced science).
Recommended Curriculum for College Bound Students – 4 credits (Physical Science, Biology,
two additional credits of advanced science considering student interest and future endeavors- at least
one additional credit in physical sciences recommended).
State of Ohio Diploma with Honors – 4 credits (Physical Science, Biology, and two additional
credits of advanced science considering student interest and future endeavors- at least one additional
credit in physical sciences recommended).

More information regarding specific courses can be found on the following pages.
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FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Pre-CCPlus Biology
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $45.00
th
Prerequisite: Advanced 8 grade Physical Science
Pre-CCPlus Biology investigates the composition, diversity, complexity and interconnectedness
of life on Earth. Fundamental concepts of heredity and evolution provide a framework through
inquiry-based instruction to explore the living world, the physical environment and the
interactions within and between them. Students engage in investigations to understand and
explain the behavior of living things in a variety of scenarios that incorporate scientific
reasoning, analysis, communication skills and real-world applications. This course will contain
elements that will prepare students for the rigors of a CCPlus (AS or AP) class.
CCR Physical Science
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: None
CCR Physical science introduces students to key concepts and theories that provide a foundation
for further study in other sciences and advanced science disciplines. Physical science comprises
the systematic study of the physical world as it relates to fundamental concepts about matter,
energy and motion. A unified understanding of phenomena in physical, living, Earth and space
systems is the culmination of all previously learned concepts related to chemistry, physics, and
Earth and space science, along with historical perspective and mathematical reasoning.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CCR Biology
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $45.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science
CCR Biology investigates the composition, diversity, complexity and interconnectedness of life
on Earth. Fundamental concepts of heredity and evolution provide a framework through inquirybased instruction to explore the living world, the physical environment and the interactions within
and between them. Students engage in investigations to understand and explain the behavior of
living things in a variety of scenarios that incorporate scientific reasoning, analysis,
communication skills and real-world applications.
AS Anatomy (Cincinnati State BIO 151/152)
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 2
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $85.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, and Chemistry (or concurrent enrollment). Students must
obtain college readiness score in the subject area.
A college course on the structure and function of the human body. Topics include: orientation to
anatomy and physiology; cellular function; tissues; special senses; and integumentary, skeletal,
muscular, and nervous systems. Topics may also include: endocrine, cardiovascular, immune,
respiratory, digestive, urinary, and reproductive systems; metabolism; fluid and electrolyte
balance; and human growth and development. Students may need to participate in lab sessions
outside their typical school day.
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CCR Anatomy and Physiology
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $85.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science and Biology
CCR Anatomy and Physiology will study the human body, its structure, functions, and
mechanisms of motion. All of the systems found in the human body will be addressed. It is based
on an activity and lecture format. A textbook and lab book will enhance the lectures and
discussions. There will be numerous labs and a major dissection included within this class.
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
AP Biology
Credits: 1 2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $85.00
Grades: 10-12
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, and Chemistry (or concurrent enrollment). Individual
Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This Advanced Placement course is for the serious biology student who wants the opportunity to
earn college credit. It covers exploration into molecular and cellular organization, energy in living
systems, Mendelian principles of heredity, genetic engineering, origin and diversity of life,
human anatomy and physiology, and ecology. A vertebrate dissection is mandatory. The final is
comprehensive. There is no summer work requirement. Students may need to participate in
lab sessions outside their typical school day.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

AS Biology (Cincinnati State BIO 131/132)
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 2
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $85.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology. Students must obtain college readiness score in the
subject area.
A college course on the study of life. 131 Topics include: cellular structure and function;
characteristics of life; theory of evolution; understanding DNA and its role in heredity, regulation
of biological systems, bioenergetics and biochemical pathways, current developments in
biotechnology. 132 is a continuation with topics such as scientific theory and history, biological
classification, behavior of organisms, ecological systems, sustainability and applications of
biology. Students may need to participate in lab sessions outside their typical school day.
Pre-CCPlus Chemistry
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, and Algebra I. Individual Student Data and/or Teacher
Recommendation.
Pre-CCPlus Chemistry introduces students to key concepts and theories that provide a foundation
for further study in other sciences as well as advanced science disciplines. Chemistry comprises a
systematic study of the predictive physical interactions of matter and subsequent events that occur
in the natural world. The study of matter through the exploration of classification, its structure and
its interactions is how this course is organized. Investigations are used to understand and explain
the behavior of matter in a variety of inquiry and design scenarios that incorporate scientific
reasoning, analysis, communication skills and real-world applications. An understanding of
leading theories and how they have informed current knowledge prepares students with higher
order cognitive capabilities of evaluation, prediction and application. This course will contain
elements that will prepare students for the rigors of a CCPlus (AS or AP) class.
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CCR Chemistry
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, and Algebra I
CCR Chemistry introduces students to key concepts and theories that provide a foundation for
further study in other sciences as well as advanced science disciplines. Chemistry comprises a
systematic study of the predictive physical interactions of matter and subsequent events that occur
in the natural world. The study of matter through the exploration of classification, its structure
and its interactions is how this course is organized. Investigations are used to understand and
explain the behavior of matter in a variety of inquiry and design scenarios that incorporate
scientific reasoning, analysis, communication skills and real-world applications. An
understanding of leading theories and how they have informed current knowledge prepares
students with higher order cognitive capabilities of evaluation, prediction and application.
CCR Environmental Science
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $50.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science and Biology
CCR Environmental science incorporates biology, chemistry, physics and physical geology and
introduces students to key concepts, principles and theories within environmental science.
Investigations are used to understand and explain the behavior of nature in a variety of inquiry and
design scenarios that incorporate scientific reasoning, analysis, communication skills and realworld applications.
CCR Forensics
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 0.5
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $25.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science and Biology
Forensics is a one semester elective course that studies the application of scientific methods to
criminal and civil laws that are enforced by police agencies in the criminal justice system. Topics
may include fingerprinting, entomology, pattern impressions, bloodspatter, DNA, and crime
scene processing.
CCR Geology
Grades: 10-12 Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $21.50
Prerequisite: Physical Science and Biology
CCR Geology incorporates chemistry, physics and environmental science and introduces students
to key concepts, principles and theories within geology. Investigations are used to understand and
explain the behavior of nature in a variety of inquiry and design scenarios that incorporate
scientific reasoning, analysis, communication skills and real-world applications.
AP Physics 1
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $23.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II (or concurrent
enrollment). Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation.
AP Physics 1 is an algebra-based, introductory, first-semester college-level physics course.
Students cultivate their understanding of physics through inquiry-based investigations as they
explore topics such as Newtonian mechanics (including rotational motion); work, energy, and
power; mechanical waves and sound; and introductory, simple circuits.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.
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Pre-CCPlus Physics
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $23.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, Algebra 1, and Geometry. Individual Student Data
and/or Teacher Recommendation.
Pre-CCPlus Physics elaborates on the study of the key concepts of motion, forces and energy as
they relate to increasingly complex systems and applications that will provide a foundation for
further study in science and scientific literacy. Students engage in investigations to understand
and explain motion, forces and energy in a variety of inquiry and design scenarios that incorporate
scientific reasoning, analysis, communication skills and real-world applications. This course will
contain elements that will prepare students for the rigors of a CCPlus (AS or AP) class.
CCR Physics
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $23.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, Algebra I and Geometry.
CCR Physics elaborates on the study of the key concepts of motion, forces and energy as they
relate to increasingly complex systems and applications that will provide a foundation for further
study in science and scientific literacy. Students engage in investigations to understand and
explain motion, forces and energy in a variety of inquiry and design scenarios that incorporate
scientific reasoning, analysis, communication skills and real-world applications.
AP Chemistry
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $60.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, Chemistry, Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra II (or
concurrent enrollment). Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation.
This Advanced Placement course is designed to be the equivalent of a general chemistry course
usually taken during the first year of college. Primarily an inorganic survey course, it covers an
in-depth study of the structure of matter, states of matter, chemical reactions, and descriptive
chemistry. It involves extensive laboratory work. Students may need to participate in lab
sessions outside their typical school day.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

AP Physics 2
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $23.00
Prerequisite: Physical Science, Biology, AP Physics I, Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, and
PreCalc (or concurrent enrollment). Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation.
AP Physics 2 is an algebra-based, introductory, second-semester college-level physics course.
Students cultivate their understanding of physics through inquiry-based investigations as they
explore topics such as fluid statics and dynamics; thermodynamics with kinetic theory; PV
diagrams and probability; electrostatics; electrical circuits with capacitors; magnetic fields;
electromagnetism; physical and geometric optics; and quantum, atomic, and nuclear physics.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.
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Social Studies
FCSD Graduation Requirement – 3 credits (Modern American History, Modern World History,
and American Government)
Recommended Curriculum for College Bound Students – 4 credits
State of Ohio Diploma with Honors – 4 credits

College/Career Ready

Advanced/Honor

CCR Modern
American History

OR

Advanced Modern
American History

10th Grade:

CCR Modern
World History

OR

AP World History

11th / 12th
Grades:

CCR American
Government

OR

AP United States
Government

9th Grade:



th

th

11 / 12
Grades
Electives:







CCR The American
Presidency
CCR Conspiracy Theories
in History
CCR Current Events
CCR History of the Modern
Middle East
CCR Psychology
CCR Sociology
CCR Street Law

OR





AP US History
AS Psychology
(PSY 110)
AP Psychology

More information regarding specific courses can be found on the following pages.
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FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
Advanced Modern American History
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation
This advanced course is for American history enthusiasts. Students will investigate America’s
involvement in world affairs since 1877. The class will cover important political, geographic,
social, and economic issues of this century in greater depth. Students will gain a deeper
understanding of the standards adopted by the Ohio Department of Education. This advanced
course will move at a quick pace and will require students to do additional work outside of class.
CCR Modern American History
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: None
This course investigates America’s involvement in world affairs since 1877. The course will
cover various and important political, geographic, social, and economic issues of this century.
The course will also concentrate on developing and enriching social studies skills and knowledge
required for successful completion of the Ohio Graduation Test.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AP World History
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This Advanced Placement course is offered to qualified students who wish to complete studies in
an introductory college equivalent of world history survey course. The focus of this course is to
guide students through the steps a historian would take in analyzing historical events and
evidence worldwide. This course offers balanced global coverage in Africa, the Americas, Asia,
and Europe between 10,000 B.C.E to the present. Skills of document analysis and narrative/
comparative essay writing will be emphasized. Students should expect a course focused on
historical thinking skills and not content driven. Outside work is required mirroring the amount
of time spent in class. Summer work is required.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

CCR Modern World History
Grades: 10
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: None
This course emphasizes the years 1750 to the present. The content and skills of this course match
the learning outcomes of the Ohio Department of Education Common Core Standards. The focus
of this course is on informing students’ views of the world around them using a variety of
historical evidence in order to prepare students to be 21st Century learners.
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AS Psychology (PSY 110)
Weighted class: 0.015 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: Students must obtain college readiness score in the subject area.
After successful completion of the course, students will also have a basic understanding of:
Subspecialty disciplines of psychology, how psychology is a science, the brain and nervous
system, perception, classical and operant conditioning, memory, thought and language, infancy
and childhood, sleep and dreams/states of consciousness, social cognition and trait theory,
mental illness and treatment, and social psychology.
AP Psychology
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and Teacher Recommendation
This course is designed to introduce students to the systematic and scientific study of the behavior
and mental processes of human beings and other animals. Students are exposed to psychological
facts, principles, and phenomena associated with each of the major subfields within psychology.
They also learn about the ethics and methods psychologists use in their science and practice.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

AP United States History
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $15.00
Prerequisite: Individual Student Data and/or Teacher Recommendation
This Advanced Placement course provides students with analytical skills and factual knowledge
necessary to deal critically with the problems and materials in the subject area of American
history. There is a heavy emphasis on document analysis. The course is fast-paced and
concentrated. Demands equal to college courses will be made. Outside work is required. Solid
reading and writing skills are necessary.
Over 90% of 4-year colleges/universities grant students college credit, placement, or both based on successful AP
Exam scores. Students who enroll in AP classes should plan to take the AP Exam. However, it is not a requirement.

CCR The American Presidency
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will explore the role of the President of the most powerful country the world has ever
known. The job of American President has changed over time, through crisis events to changes in
technology, and today’s President is more than the founding fathers imagined. President Trump
uses Twitter, President Obama appeared on “Between two Ferns”, and George W. Bush helped
make Will Farrell famous on Saturday Night Live. The content will begin with a look at patterns
of rule in world history, from Kings to Prime ministers. The class will explore the creation of the
Presidency during the writing of the U.S. Constitution, including the rationale behind the
Electoral College. Powers and duties of the office will be covered in detail, and each Presidents
term will be reviewed, along with lots of fun historical trivia along the way.
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CCR Conspiracy Theories in History
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will explore conspiracy theories throughout history. This class will explore subjects
from aliens to music and pop culture to 9/11. This will challenge you to constantly be
questioning the truth. You will hear many sides to many stories and have to discover for yourself
what you believe really happened. You will be researching, reading, and writing about conspiracy
theories. You will also partake in many class discussions and complete projects that exercise your
creativity, thinking skills, presentation skills, and collaboration skills.
CCR Current Events
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will provide students with critical thinking skills about issues of the day. Students
will explore the latest from world, national & local news to sports and pop culture. There will be
organizational content themes and continuing projects. Students will also examine modern day
terrorism from 9/11 to the Boston Marathon Bombing as well as current issues dealing with North
Korea.
CCR History of the Modern Middle East
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
CCR Prerequisite: None
Have you ever wondered why ISIS rose to power in the Middle East? Or about the origins of
Osama Bin Laden and al-Qaeda? Maybe the Arab-Israeli conflict? This course will examine the
modern history of the Middle East. By examining the last 100 years of the region you will learn
about the origins of alliances, controversies, and conflict between the West and the Middle East
and their far-reaching implications for your generation.
CCR Psychology
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
This course will explore the reasons why people think and act based on heredity, environment,
biology, and human behavior. Other units of study will include: possible careers in the field of
psychology, learning and memory, and the various theories of personality. Emotions, and
intelligence, psychological disorders and treatments.
CCR Sociology
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
This course is about the study of human behavior in groups or social structures. It focuses on
people in groups rather than individuals. We will examine the effect of social structures and
institutions on people in everyday life. Students will engage through reading, writing, discussion
and application of critical thinking skills to several topics including: basic sociological theory,
research and perspectives, socialization, culture, social deviance and crime, race and ethnicity,
and stratification.
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CCR Street Law: A Study in Justice
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 0.5 1 Semester (Half Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $8.00
Prerequisite: None
This class offers the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of our legal system, while
equipping students to participate in and understand their role in society. Students will learn
practical law that is useful to daily life by considering a wide range of law and legal issues
through various activities and speakers as well as through analyzing real and hypothetical case
studies. Students will also learn about famous criminals from Al Capone, Bonnie & Clyde, El
Chapo, Charles Manson, OJ Simpson and many more.
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World Languages
FAIRFIELD FRESHMAN SCHOOL
CCR French I
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the basic structure of the French language and how to make connections to
their own language. They will also explore customs and lifestyles of different French-speaking
countries. Some vocabulary and grammar topics may include greetings, numbers, family, classes,
colors, likes and dislikes, weather, food, describing self and others, addressing peers vs. adults,
gender of nouns and adjectives, pronunciation, present tense verbs, time, and asking questions.
CCR German I
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the basic structure of the German language and how to make connections to
their own language. They will also explore customs and lifestyles of different German-speaking
countries. Vocabulary topics may include greetings, numbers, family, school subjects/materials,
hobbies, weather, and food. Grammar topics may include addressing peers vs. adults, gender of
nouns, pronunciation, present tense verbs, time, asking questions, and inverted word order.
CCR Mandarin I
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will apply basic vocabulary and grammar to achieve comprehension of the language
using the three forms of communication: interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational.
Students will be expected to communicate in class, at a novice level, through daily interactions
in the target language. Topics covered during the year include Chinese geography, Chinese
culture, introductions, nationalities, class schedule, and family members. Students will turn in
their workbooks for use the following year.
CCR American Sign Language I
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
This course is designed to develop basic receptive and expressive skills and to prepare students
for language in a visual mode. A practical approach to teaching vocabulary and grammar through
conversational experience will be utilized. Deaf Culture will be critical. Although the state of
Ohio allows high schools to count ASL as a world language, some colleges do not consider
ASL a foreign language. Check with the college or your counselor.
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CCR Spanish I
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $21.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the basic structure of the Spanish language and how to make connections to
their own language. Topics may include greetings, numbers, family, classes, clothing, colors,
feelings, weather, food, and addressing peers vs. adults. Students will turn in their workbook
for use the following year.
CCR Spanish II
Grades: 9
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00**
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish I
Students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary, and grammatical structures. Some vocabulary and
grammar topics may include adjectives, shopping, leisure, sports, health and well-being, house,
food, professions, nouns and adjective agreement, regular and irregular present tense verbs,
possession, comparisons and superlatives, commands, demonstrative adjectives, and the past
tense. **The student-purchased Spanish I workbook will be returned to each student for use
within this class.
FAIRFIELD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CCR French I
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the basic structure of the French language and how to make connections to
their own language. They will also explore some customs and lifestyles of different Frenchspeaking countries. Some vocabulary and grammar topics may include greetings, numbers,
family, classes, colors, likes and dislikes, weather, food, describing self and others, addressing
peers vs. adults, gender of nouns and adjectives, pronunciation, present tense verbs, time, and
asking questions.
CCR French II
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of French I
Students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary, and grammatical structures. Some vocabulary and
grammar topics may include adjectives, shopping, places and directions, sports, city and country
life, house, food, professions, nouns and adjective agreement, regular and irregular present tense
verbs, commands, possessive, demonstrative and interrogative adjectives, and the regular and
irregular past tense.
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CCR French III
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of French II
Students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary, and grammatical structures. They will also continue to
explore the culture and geography of France. Some vocabulary and grammar topics may include
leisure-time activities, sports and well-being, reflexive verbs, childhood activities, transitional
words, perfect and imperfect past tenses, and object pronouns.
Honors French IV
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $23.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of French III
In this honors course, students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version)
while simultaneously being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary, and grammatical structures. In
addition to grammar, students will explore the geography and cultures of French-speaking
countries and be exposed to French literature (short stories and poems) from various authors.
CCR German I
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the basic structure of the German language and how to make connections to
their own language. They will also explore customs and lifestyles of various German-speaking
countries. Some vocabulary topics and grammar topics may include greetings, numbers, family,
school subjects/materials, hobbies, weather, food, addressing peers vs. adults, gender of nouns,
pronunciation, present tense verbs, time, asking questions, and inverted word order.
CCR German II
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of German I
Students will quickly review important material previously learned while simultaneously being
exposed to a wide array of new vocabulary and grammar concepts to further build their skill of
the language. They will also continue to explore the customs and lifestyles of different Germanspeaking countries. Vocabulary topics may include clothing, gifts, hobbies, chores, house and
furniture, entertainment, celebrations, food, sports, transportation, and musical instruments.
Grammar topics may include irregular verbs, possession, comparisons, commands, accusative and
dative cases, plus regular and irregular past tense.
Honors German III
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of German II
In this Honors course, students will quickly touch upon some previously learned material while
simultaneously being exposed to a wide assortment of new vocabulary and complex grammar
concepts to further enhance their language skills. They will also continue to explore customs and
lifestyles of various German-speaking countries. Vocabulary topics may include travel/
vacationing, camping/outdoor activities, house (detailed), German cuisine, animals, groceries/
store departments. Grammar topics may include perfect/imperfect past tense, reflexive verbs,
comparative/superlative, subordinating conjunctions, subjective, and genitive cases.
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CCR Mandarin I
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will apply basic vocabulary and grammar to achieve comprehension of the language
using the three forms of communication: interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational.
Students will be expected to communicate in class, at a novice level, through daily interactions
in the target language. Topics covered during the year include Chinese geography, Chinese
culture, introductions, nationalities, class schedule, and family members.
CCR Mandarin II
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Mandarin I
Students will review previous learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new aspects of Mandarin. Students will use interpersonal communication,
interpretive communication, and presentational communication to communicate in the target
language. Students will also continue to study culture, geography, and history in conjunction with
the language.
CCR Mandarin III (If Mandarin IV is not offered, this will be an honors course)
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Mandarin II
Students will review previous learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new aspects of Mandarin Chinese, including physical and emotional health,
daily life, describing friends, giving directions, and describing their homes. Students will use
interpersonal communication, interpretive communication, and presentational communication to
communicate in the target language. Students will also continue to study culture, geography, and
history in conjunction with the language.
Honors Mandarin IV
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Mandarin III
Students will review previous learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new aspects of Mandarin Chinese, including discussing Chinese food culture
more in depth, discussing summertime activities, and beginning to look at Chinese literature in
the native language. Students will use interpersonal communication, interpretive communication
and presentational communication to communicate in the target language. Students will also
continue to study culture, geography, and history in conjunction with the language.
CCR Spanish I
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $21.00
Prerequisite: None
Students will learn the basic structure of the Spanish language and how to make connections to
their own language. They will also explore customs and lifestyles of different Spanish-speaking
countries. Some vocabulary and grammar topics may include greetings, numbers, family, classes,
clothing, colors, feelings, weather, food, addressing peers vs. adults, gender of nouns and
adjectives, pronunciation, present tense verbs, time, and asking questions. Students will turn in
their workbook for use the following year.
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CCR Spanish II
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes Fees: $5.00**
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish I
Students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary, and grammatical structures. Some vocabulary and
grammar topics may include adjectives, shopping, leisure, sports, health and well-being, house,
food, professions, nouns and adjective agreement, regular and irregular verbs, possession,
comparisons, superlatives, commands, demonstrative adjectives, and past tense. **The studentpurchased Spanish I workbook will be returned to each student for use within this class.
CCR Spanish III
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes Fees: $21.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish II
Students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously
being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary and grammatical structures. They will also continue to
explore the culture and lifestyles of the people who speak Spanish. Some vocabulary and
grammar topics may include travel, food, communication, childhood activities, health,
transitional words, past tense, possessive adjectives and pronouns, object pronouns, commands,
and subjunctive forms of verbs.
Honors Spanish IV
Weighted class: 0.03 added to GPA
Grades: 11-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish III
In this Honors course, students will review previously learned material (in a condensed version)
while simultaneously being exposed to new verbs, vocabulary and grammatical structures. In
addition to grammar, students will explore the geography and cultures of Spanish-speaking
countries and be exposed to Spanish literature (short stories and poems) from various authors.
CCR American Sign Language I
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: None
This course is designed to develop beginning level American Sign Language (ASL)
communication skills. Projects, presentations, skill-building activities, games, and interactive
communication will be used to enhance and enrich developing expressive (signing) and receptive
(listening) skills. American Deaf Culture and history will be introduced with an emphasis on
making comparisons and connections to one’s own culture. Although the state of Ohio allows
high schools to count ASL as a world language, some colleges do not consider ASL a foreign
language. Check with the college or your counselor.
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CCR American Sign Language II
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of ASL I
This course is designed to continue developing American Sign Language (ASL) communication
skills with vocabulary and grammar in a cultural context. Students will review previously learned
material (in a condensed version) while simultaneously being exposed to new vocabulary,
grammar and syntax, facial expressions, and cultural aspects of ASL. Although the state of Ohio
allows high schools to count ASL as a world language, some colleges do not consider ASL a
foreign language. Check with the college or your counselor.
CCR American Sign Language III
Grades: 10-12
Credits: 1
2 Semesters (One Year)
NCAA: Yes
Fees: $5.00
Prerequisite: Successful completion of ASL II
This course is designed to be a continuation of the study of the fundamentals of American Sign
Language (ASL). This course will also refine expressive and receptive skills through storytelling,
vocabulary enhancement, grammar in a cultural context, dialogue, narratives, and short
conversation. Students will be able to express oneself and comprehend messages in ASL.
Although the state of Ohio allows high schools to count ASL as a world language, some
colleges do not consider ASL a foreign language. Check with the college or your counselor.
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FAIRFIELD ACADEMY
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Fairfield Academy provides a non-traditional, collegiate-style school environment with half-day
sessions. The Academy offers flexible scheduling to accommodate individual student needs. The
Academy utilizes a blended learning model with a maximum of 15 students per classroom. Using
online, individual, small group and whole group instruction and assignments, the Academy provides
the best of online and face-to-face instruction. Academy students continue as students of Fairfield
High School and therefore may participate in the extensive array of extracurricular activities offered to
Fairfield students. Academy students graduate with a Fairfield Senior High diploma and participate in
the graduation ceremony each year with Fairfield Students.
Academy students consistently self-monitor progress toward graduation, in addition to preparing for
post-secondary life. Individuals plans are created for each student, accounting for credit deficiencies or
needs for course acceleration. Qualified students have opportunities to pursue advanced coursework
through individual courses at FHS or Cincinnati State. Students at Fairfield Academy engage in
opportunities for mentorship, service learning, and career exploration throughout the year.
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BUTLER TECHNOLOGY & CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Programs identified as “College Tech Prep” prepare students for the technical occupations of the
future. It is an option which combines secondary education and higher education leading to an
associate degree or beyond. The College Tech Prep program integrates academic, occupational and
employability competencies at all educational levels. Curriculum competencies are designed jointly
by local business, industry, and labor representatives along with high school teachers and college
faculty. The competencies are sequenced to allow a seamless transition from high school to college.

College Tech Prep Program
Administrative Office Technology College
Tech Prep
Auto Collision College Tech Prep
Auto Technology College Tech Prep
Business Management College Tech Prep
Carpentry College Tech Prep
Commercial Arts College Tech Prep
Commercial Truck and Equipment Technology
College Tech Prep
Communication Broadcasting College Tech
Prep (Media Arts)
Computers and Information Technology
College Tech Prep
Construction Technologies College Tech Prep
Construction Electricity College Tech Prep
Construction Management College Tech Prep
Cosmetology College Tech Prep
Criminal Justice College Tech Prep

Culinary Arts College Tech Prep
Education College Tech Prep
Early Childhood Education College Tech Prep
Equine Science
Financial Services College Tech Prep
Firefighting Technology College Tech Prep
Health Technologies Academy College Tech
Prep
Information Technology College Tech Prep
(Network Systems)
Introduction to Power Equipment
Marketing Management College Tech Prep
Precision Machining College Tech Prep
Programming and Software Development
College Tech Prep
Veterinary Sciences
Welding Technology

CHARACTERISTICS OF A COLLEGE TECH PREP STUDENT











Grade point average of 2.5 or higher
Capable, bright, possibly underachieving
90% or higher attendance
Grade “C” or better in Algebra I
Manually or mechanically oriented
May achieve satisfactorily “rote” learning, but is capable of better than average achievement
if engaged in hands-on or applied techniques during the learning process
May be interested in or capable of post-secondary education but currently has little direction
Interested in technology/science
Likes/favors practical applications of concepts being taught
Sense of follow through; completes assignments
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